


A siluer snuff box with sur plateau mouement. Estimate t1,800 - f,2,500.

Mechanical Music
Including snuffboxes from the collection
of the late Cyril De Vere Green

Auction: London, 8 December 1994 at 2pm

Viewing: 7 December, 10am - Spm
8 December, 9am - 12 noon

For further information please contact
Christopher Proudfoot or George Glastris
on (0171) 321-3139

For catalogue sales please telephone (0171) 32L-3I52

85 Old Brompton Road, London SW7 3LD
Tel: (0171) 581-7611 Fax: (0171) 321-332L CHRISTIES



Nancy

Come to the source

ReStOf atiOn SUpplieS.' Our new expanded catalog contains over 50 pages of firlly illustrated tools and paper goods
for all your restoration-needs! Governor jewels; damper wire in 7 sizes; tool steel; governor worms & worm gears; lid pic-
tures; geneva stops; slitting discs; Regina cranks; disc box dampers; catalog reprints; book's; posters; paper goods and mudr,
much more! $6.00 airmail.

ReStOf AtiOn SChOOlj The ONLY school which strictly specializes in Antique Cylinder Musical Box Restoration! For
professionals and amateurs alike. L.earn "from the ground up" . . . correct disassembly; cleaning/polishing; comb honing;
cylinder recementing; tooth and tip fabrication and replacement; damperin& tuning and much more! Classes are held dur-
ing July and August and are taught by professional restorer/teacher/author Dr. Joseph E. Roesch. (See the Silaer Annitnrxry
Collection, published by the MBSI, for technical articles written by (Dr. Roesch.) Call or write for firll details.

TUne CAfdS: Fully illustrated catalog of more than 82 different types of single and multi<olor cards available for cylinder
musical boxes. ffi.50airmail .

CASSette TApeS €t COmpACt DiSCS: offeringyoutheBEsTrecordingseverproduced! Ihaveexpandedmy
audio selection lo include not only my MUSIC BOX MELODIES line of disc and cylinder box recordings, but also Carousel,
Hurdy Gurdy, Orcheetrion, Street Piano, Monkey Organ, Fair Organ, Organette, Bird Box/Cage, Musical Clock and other
diverseautomaticmusicalinstruments! Thelististoolongtopublishhere... SENDFORABROCHURE . . . describing
each of these 21 wonderful albums! Most of the recordings we offer are fully diginUy recorded . . . two of our own Music
Box Melodies were given a perfect 10/10 score in CD Review Magazine! One was eiven a 9/9! Cassette Taoes and Compact
Discs make great gifts too! Dealer inquiries invited. Send $2.fi) for a brochure that fully describes eaclr album!

Nancy Fratti
P.O. Box 210, Rt. 4
51V282-9770 (9:00{:00 E. S.T., M-F)

Panchronia Antiquities
Whitehall, New York 128874210
s1&282-9800 (24 hr. FAX)

CELEBRATING OUR 24TH YEAR!

WANTED

SYMPHONION
''EROICA''

3-Disc Hall Clock
dome top model

WANTED
MUSICAL CLOCKS
I am a serious dedicated collector (not
a dealer) willing to pay whatever it
takes to purchase the frnest musical
clocks available. I can and will pay
more for your musical clock because I
am not buying to re-sell.

I seek all varieties of musical clocks
but I especially want large ornate
Musical Hall Clocks, Trumpeter
Clocks, and small Wall Organ Clocks.

If you are not prepared to sell today,
please clip my advert and place it with
your musical clock.

Thank you !

Ben Gravolet
1300 Henry Clay Avenue.
New Orleans, LA 70118

(s04) 89s-3s41

WANTED

WEHRLE AND CO
Wall Trumpeter Clock

8 metal horns
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Serices offered include:-
* Cylinder re-pinning - no limitation to eize.

* Pine can be raked (angled) ifrequired.
* Eccentric or worn cylinder pine re-gromd

due to cylinder pivote.

* All nanner of conb sork.

* Cutting back- Re-tuning:.

* Il€-lea.ling and tuing.
* Re'facing star wheele.

* Setting up and a{iusting gantries.

* Motor repaire,

CYLINDERAT{D DISC BOX REPNRAND RESTORATION

J.D.W F.B.H.l.
'Oakfield', 22Marywell Brae, Kiriemuir, Angus DD8 4BJ, Scotland, U.Il

Telephone and Fax number O3O7 840473

Cylinder repinning, due to workshop expansion I can offer a complete cylinder repinning service in a realistic
time with no linitations on cylinder size, anything from snulf box to Plerodienique, including orchestral and organ
cylinders. Organ cylinders can be repinned with or without partial bridge repairs or firll re-bridging.

Cylinder pins are frnished straight or raked as required-
Single cylinders fTom interchangeable sets can be repinned without surcharge. All repins are charged at the strme
basic price oflengthxdiameterx85p plus f,85. With an additional chargeforrakingifrequired oflengthx diameter
x 20p. All measurements to the nearest half centimetre.
O"gan cylinder repinning charges are assessed on the firll length ofthe cylinder including the bridged section.
Ttris is to allow for the extra time spent preparing and finishing these. Organ bridge repairs are charged atfLS
per hour.
Collcction a,n d dcliuery.
All workcanbe collected and delivered doorto doorbyinsured carien Large items canbe collectcd
and delivered personally.

In fact anything necessary to completely ouerhaul your musical bor. Part jobs utelcom.e.

ROBERT KANE TRENDER

Specialist Restorer of Disc Musical Boxes

Seven point Five. Drayson Mews. Kensington. London.WS

o7r.937.3247
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FORTHCOMING
MEETINGS
Spring Meeting

31st March - 2nd April 1995
Langstone CliffHotel

Dawlish, Devon
Friday 31 March
Evening - After Dinner. Informal
get-together to view other mem-
bers'boxes etc.

Saturday lst April
Morning - Illustrated talk by
William Drake, local specialist
organ builder, on organ construc-
tion. Visit Bygones museum in
Torquay.

Lunch - Buckfast Abbey, a living
Benedictine monastery.

Afternoon - Visit Pip Corin's
Mechanical Music Museum by
train from Liskeard (optional trip
by train from Museum to Looe - an
old Cornish frshing town).
Tea - Possibly at Craft Centre near
Saltash en route to Dawlish.

Evening - Society Dinner with
musical entertainment and talk
afterwards.

Sunday 2nd April
Morning - Visit to Chudleigh to see
Robert Hough's collection with
some other local members' items
and also a visit to the Wheel Craft
Centre at Chudleigh located in an
old mill building complete with
working water wheel.

Lunch - Optional at Powderham
Castle. Starcross (close to the
Langstone Cliff Hotel, Dawlish).
Home of the Earls of Devon.

Afternoon - Tour of the Castle and
grounds.

Local organiser: Robert Hough.

Surnmer Meeting,
June 3rd, 1995

Location near Birmingham - still
to be frnalised.
Programme: Morning - registra-
tion, A.G.M.
Afbernoon: Society Auction.

Autumn Meeting,
1995

Lancaster area, mid September.
Further details ofboth meetings in

REPORT ON PAST
MEETINGS

Autumn Meeting
at lhe Old Swan Hotel,

Harrogate, North Yorkshire
on 2nd-4th September 1994

Musical Box Society members
planning to visit Harrogate for the
Autumn meeting in early September
may have been disheartened by the
weather on the Thursday, but we
arrived on Friday to sunshine and
blue skies.

The Old Swan Hotel is typical of
manybuildings in this Yorkshire spa
town, presenting a substantial ivy-
clad stone facade across green lawns
and flower-decked traffic islands. The
Hotel claims a long association with
Agatha Christie but no-one found a
body in the bathroom whilst we were
there!

The formal part ofthe programme
started on the Saturday morning,
after an informal dinner on Friday
evening, after which small groups
gathered to discuss things
"mechanical and musical." The frrst
presentation was by John Powell, who
was responsible for the organisation
ofthe meeting. John drew interesting
comparisons between different
musical box sounds using a large
Paillard twin comb 51 tooth and a
Langdorff sublime harmonie box.

After coffee, Arthur Ord-Hume
spoke on single comb Piano-Forte
musical boxes, highlighting the
difficulties in restoration of these
instruments. With clarity and
humour he also covered some of the
history of musical box manufacture
with interesting insights into the
people and manufacture methods
used in pre-mechanisation days.

At lunchtime, our meeting was
featured in a short item on Radio
York. Interviews with Roy Ison and
Arthur Ord-Hume gave a brief insight
into the world of musical boxes - but
ten minutes was alltoo short. However,
all publicity is good if it helps to tell

The Old Swan Ilotel
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people about the Musical Box Society.
The afbernoon was taken qp with

avisit to the Museum ofAutomata in
nearby York. Exhibits range from
the very earliest automata through
to some present day items. In this
collection there is surely something
for everyone, and it was regrettable
to learn that the future ofthe Museum
is in doubt.

On Saturday evening members
gathered for a formal dinner followed
by a presentation by one ofthe Hotel
staff on their links with Agatha
Christie. It seems the lady lived a life
of mystery and intrigue as well as
writing about them.

The morning session on Sunday
kicked off with David Snelling
recalling some of his American
experiences. His presentation was
liberally interspersed with slides of
American Societymeetings and some
of the more unusual items from
David's collection. His mixture of
humorous anecdotes and precise
technical detail ended with a very
detailed account of his Mills Violano.

John and Joyce Turner of
Wakefreld told how they got hooked
on musical boxes, and rounded off
their short presentation by playing
their Hofbauer Harmonipan.

Finally, John Knott from Salford
showed a rare Roepke musical box
from around 1890. From being in
very poor condition this box has been
fully restored and plays very sweetly.
It uses a perforated card music strip
operating directly on the star wheels,
and with the assistance of his son,
John has been able to produce new
music to enable this rare box to be
heard again.

The meeting concluded with
thanks to John Powell for producing
such a full and varied programme.
By the time we left Harrogate rain
was threatening, but we were already
looking forward to the Spring
Meeting!

Alan Pratt T

next magazrne. T



Not the united Nations summit Meeting just the MBSGB president andgentler points with good use of the index=finger.
new member John Turner making

John Knott demonstrates the Roepke box.



.t

?

An English box!
Above:
A musical box actually made in England? This is the rare Roepke box which plays frorn perforated card music'

Below:
Lstruction sheet baring makers name, Roepke & Co. Ltd., Salford, England'



Members at the Harrogate rneeting.

Above:
"And the Newsreel cameras were there."
Member Doug Pell, also a lifetime cine
enthusiast trys his new technology, a
handycarn 8rrrn video camera, he tells me
squinting just right improves the picture
quality.

Left:
John Knott shows the perforated card music
strip, his arrangement of "Greensleeves," for
his Roepke musical box.
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"Oh help, what's gone wrong"
bleats David Snelling as the Hotels
slide projector goes into'auto-j am'
mode during his lecture.

'That's better" quips David as Alan
Pratt un-jams his slides.

'Tt's gone wrong again, but what
about this for an encore" as David
plays his Rollmonica mouth organ.

The Three Johns

The intenseness of the meeting over and relaxed smiles all around. Left: John Knott, Centre: John Powell, Right:
John Turner.
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We have a
problem o o.

An Urgent Message f-rom
the President
SINCE I took over the office of
President at the Annual General
Meeting in March this year, I have
devoted some considerable while
examining the Society and, in
particular, its finances and
funding.

The results ofthis investigation
reveal a picture which is somewhat
at variance with that presented to
me when I accepted the offrce of
President.

It is obvious that over the past
decade or more the resources ofthe
Society have been depended on
more and more to make up the
increasing shortfall in capital due
entirely to declining numbers of
members.

On top ofthis, subscriptions have
not been increased for something
in the order of six years.

The point has nowbeen reached
where we have totake some drastic
measures in order to survive for
not only do we face the normal lean
time of the year when resources
are depleted against the pending
income from membership fees, but
there is also no question that the
anticipated income at the present
rate will be sufficient to see the
Society through its coming year.

Failure to take drastic measures
immediately can only press the
Society deeply into debt.

Part of the problem is that this
situation was not recognised early
enough. Had the full import ofthe
evidence been appreciated several
years ago, then remedial steps
could have been taken which would
have largely avoided what is now a
crisis of some proportions.

Let me remind you all that those
who serve this Society on the
Committee offer their services free
of all remuneration. Nobody draws
a fee in any way and, while
members ofthe Committee include
professional people in many walks
of life, their time and services are
given free.

As your President, I do not
believe that any good will accrue
from further investigation of the
causes ofour present predicament.
All effort must now go into a salvage

situationbefore we can rebuildour
vital reserves.

To accomplish this, steps have
to be taken which will I am sure be
received with dismay in the short
term. However, I repeat that these
steps are vitalbecause nothinghas
been done to secure an increase in
Society income for half a dozen
years.

The Committee has accordingly
approved the following measures
which will be implemented as of
January lst 1995:

1. Membership fees/subscrip-
tions: An immediate increase to
f.25 per annum.

2. "T?re Music Box" advertising
rates are to be increased by
suffi cient to ensure that the journal
remains an asset to the Society
rather than a burden to members
and a charity to some of our
advertisers who at present receive
what is best described as subsidised
promotion.

The changes for our advertisers
are notified and take effect from
the next issue. They do not,
however, relate to contract
advertisements for the remaining
duration ofsuch contracts. These
will be re-negotiated at the new
rates on expiry.

I know that at the AGM it was
proclaimed that the Society did
not need a subscription rise and I
know that at that time I endorsed
this in my opening address. I
confirmed this in my first
President's Message to you all. At
that time I had still to receive afull
report from our newly-appointed
Treasurer and consequently full
details of the financial position of
the Society were not available to
me.

I also know that the subscription
rise which has been agreed is of
considerable proportions and this
is a matter for great concern.
Nevertheless, f urge you to accept
that this is due to the extraordinary
position in which I now frnd the
Society. For far too long we have
tried to fly in the face of inflation
and maintain subscriptions at
archaic levels.

I also urge you that ifyou value
your Society you will support the
Society in not just accepting this
rise but in helping me in my task
by payrng your new subscriptions
promptly.

Nothingdismays me more than
having to write a message to you
which contains so little cheer. And
nothing is more embarrassing than

having to reveal a problem which
has almost got out ofhandbecause
it was not spotted early enough.

I will not see the quality of the
Society Journal THE MUSIC BOX
compromised: in fact the way in
which most of you benefit from
Society membership is via the
Journal and therefore to over-
economise on the magazine would
be both counter-productive and
unpopular.

THE MUSIC BOX, then, will be
expanded as regards content and
presentation. The Editor tells me
he has numerous plans for the
future and these we will see
implemented.

If we are all to continue
appreciating to the firll the delights
of mechanical music and the
pleasures and benefits which
membership of the Musical Box
Society of Great Britain brings, we
have to face now the outcome, how-
ever unwholesome it may at first
appear, of having had several
stable years dqring which member-
ship fees have not been increased.

The measures which are set out
here and which naturally have the
unanimous backing of the
Committee will be consolidated by
other possible steps which I am
currently exploring. My target is
to turn what is at this moment a
financially insolvent organisation
into a thriving society which is not
just able to keep its head above
water but once again has a small
but healthy reserve of funds with
which to face any future diffrcult
times.

I have given myself two years in
which to fulfil this objective.

Each one of you has a part to
play in resolving the present
catastrophic situation. Your
individual part is two-fold: please
renew your subscription on time
and please do your utmost to recruit
new members. Those of you
disposed to make donations to the
Society are accordinglyurged to do
so.

Old and threadbare pleas about
pulling together may sound a little
hackneyed but the truth is that if
we really do all pull together, not
just as a Society but as a team, we
can get ourselves out of this mess
and get on with the work we know
and do best - appreciating
mechanical music.

I am personally counting on your
help!

Arthur W. J. G. Ord-Hume
Presid.ent I
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AIex Duman died in Glasgow on
the 31st August L994 aged 72,
apparently of a heart attack. He
had suffered from angina and
diabetes.

Born in Falkirk, near Glasgow
of a Jewish family he emigrated
to America in 1945, where he lived
for 18 years in New York, San
Francisco and Los Angeles,
working in Hollywood for the
MGM studios on promotion, at
which he excelled. He had an
unsuccessful marriage, being
divorced in Reno after only six
months and thereafter remained
a bachelor. He was particularly
proud of being an American
citizen, holding dual nationality.

Upon his return to Scotland in
April 1963 he created the Krazy
House, at Glasgow Cross, a
gentlemen's outfrtters like no
other. The three floors were
packed with gimmicks, nech-
anical organs, distorting mirrors,
a model fairground, a doll
collection, model engineering and
go-go dancers performed on
platforms above the changing
rooms. An5rthingthat appealed to
Alex he secured for his beloved
Krazy House. Admission had to
be restricted to people making a
purchase and every boy in the
Glasgow area would insist on
being outfrtted there to get inside
this veritable Aladdin's cave.

One semi-private room was
devoted to the special mechanical
music pieces of Alex's, which
tended to be large and spectacular
but not of top quality.
Unfortunately some dealers,
knowing what would appeal to
him and of his generosity, took
advantage of him.

He threw himself into the
affairs ofthe Musical Box Society
with great enthusiasm, one time
serving on the Committee,
regularly travelling down from
Glasgow for Committee Meetings
in London. He had several
ambitions for the Society, his main
one being to increase the
membership but also that all our
meetings should include a dance
on the Saturday night and another
that the Society should acquire a
house just outside London as a
museum, library and guest house
for members. Such a proposal
might seem wildly impractical but
Alex's dynamism often made the
impossible happen.

He published a series of
newsletters which were posted to
all members, entirely at his
expense. Fellow Glaswegian
Norman Brown was his
collaborator in this venture and
they called themselves the Haggis
Bashers, these light-hearted
newsletters forming a contrast to
the sober and scholarly Journal.

He dearly wanted to hold a
regional meeting at the l{tazy
House, of which he was so proud,
but was told that Scotland was
too isolated, although the Society
subsequently had a highly
successful meeting in Aberdeen.

He did organise a northern
meeting in Manchester, and what
a meeting that was: held at the
excellent Midland Hotel with an
auction, speakers included Bruce
Angrave, Arthur Cunliffe, Claes
Frieberg, John Hammond, Arthur
Ord-Hume, Christopher Proud-
foot and GeoffWorrall. We had a
dance, of course, each table
boasting a bottle ofwhisky, cour-

tesy ofAlex, and a cabaret witha
rising comedienne, a frre-eater
and a belly dancer.

Those who attended Society
meetings inthe 70'swill certainly
remember him, short, portly and
jolly he was a whirlwind of energy
and utterly devoted to promoting
the Musical Box Society. He was
usually exhorbing members to buy
raflle tickets, he himself having
donated the prize, or blowing a
whistle to marshall members. He
enthusiastically supported the
auctions, sometimes entering
things one wished he had not,
also the Journal with regular full
page advertisements.

His exuberance was not
appreciated by everyone, some of
the more elite ofthe membership,
or those who considered them-
selves elite, tendedto dismiss him
without appreciating what a
wonderful, warm and kindly man
he was. No-one worked harder for
the Society nor gave more than
Alex.

The Scotsman and the Jew are
both incorrectly renowned in
popular legend as being frugal
but Alex, a mixture of both, was
one of the warrnest and most
generous men I have ever met.
Visiting the Krazy House with
my family, who loved both it and
Uncle Alex, was something of an
embarrassment as he heaped
presents upon us and I know that
we were not alone in receiving
this treatment. More than once I
tried to take him for a meal, only
to frnd thathe had somehow paid
the bill before I could ask for it.

When his business failed it
must have been tragic for him to
see his possessions and what he
had created sold off. His health
deteriorated but he ran until his
death another more modest
gentleman's outfitters,'Jolly Big',
specialising in outsize.

In lateryears he became more
interested in his organs than in
musical boxes. His health
curtailed his travelling but he
devoted himselfto raising money
for charities, particularly
children's charities. with his
organs, workinglike aTrojan and
shaking his collection box until
the end.

Although physically no Adonis
his goodness, kindness, warmth,
generosity and enthusiasm shone
like a beacon making him a very
dear and loveable man. He
believed above all that our hobby
should be fun. towards which he
contributed so much.

Jon Gresham

Obituary
ALEX DUMAN - Haggrs basher

Alex Duman collecting for charity outside his shop earlier this year.
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OBITUARY

Robert Finbow
1930 - 1994

I first met Robert Finbow on a
rally freld in the early 1970's. I
have no precise memory ofwhere,
but I can well imagine him and his
team of Ray and Phyllis Keeble
entertaining the crowds with one
of his organs, having travelled
from his home village of Cotton, 6
miles north of Stowmarket.
Suffolk. In 1975 he organised the
frrst 'Exhibition' at Cotton, this
being effectively a traction engine
rally, where the organs and other
exhibits outnumbered the engines.

The year I got to know Bob
better was 1977, as that was the
year I took an interest in his 62
key Gavioli Trumpet Barrel
Organ, with the intention of
writing an article on it for 'The
Music Box'.

The meetings I had with him,
in the building which was later to
house his museum, were always
quiet affairs. Bob was not one for
making a lot of fuss. I went to see
and photograph the Gavioli and
ended up being given a concert of
his favourite tunes on the other
organs.

In the following years I
invariably attended the Exhi-
bition, and usually managed to
frnd and pin down Bob for a chat.
This was oft,en more diffrcult than
it seemed, as he was a hard man to
frnd, here one minute, chatting,
and quickly gone the next. I would
usually come across him beavering
about behind one of his own
organs, or perhaps heading pur-
posefully across the show field,
head down with a sombre face
which soon opened to a wry smile
and comment, when someone
managed to catch his eye.

October 1982 saw the end of
the Exhibition and the official
opening of what will perhaps
become Bob's most fitting
memorial, The Mechanical Music
Museum. It would now be summer

Sundays that Bob would spend
beavering about in the backs of
his organs. David Ivory took on
the job of tour guide for the frrst
few years. Bob had asked me if I
would be willing to help at the
museum, I agreed, thinking it
would be pleasant entertaining
the crowds turning a few handles,
but no, when he called on my
help, he wanted me to relieve
David of some Sundays by per-
formingthe full tour, a task I still
carTy out.

Now, I found out more about
this quiet man who, by assembling
the Museum at Cotton, has given
so much pleasure to so many. As
the guide, people would ask me
about the owner of the collection
and I always thought best to say
as little as possible, as Bob was
not a man to blow his own trumpet.
In more recent years, as museum
Sundays settled into an easy
running routine, he would be
found in a corner in an old
armchair chatting to one of the
locals who came in regularly to
hear the Wurlitzer played.

In September 1992 Bobopened
the museum to the M.B.S.G.B. for
a second time, having first
welcomed the Society in 1981to a
visit, held before the museum was
even open to the public. The list of
clubs, societies, womens' insti-
tutes etc., which have had special
tours, is very long.

I knew Bob for over 20 years,
but hardly knew him at all. People
who, like Bob, had lived in the
Cotton area all their lives would
tell me how they remembered him
delivering milk, or how Finbows
of Bacton could supply all those
little things others could not. He
was the man who supplied much
of the funds for the kitchen
extension of Cotton Village Hall
with profits from the Exhibition,
some of which also went to the
village church where he is now
buried. He was the man who
always had time for a chat with
old friends in Cotton, he was the
man who was always willing to
allow amateur organists a chance
to'have a go', on the Wurlitzer at
the museum, and he was the man
who enjoyed auctions. I well
remember him buying the first lot
in the large Claes Friberg
Collection auction at Christies in
1981.

His son Brian had the most
frtting words for his father on the
card accompanyinghis flowers at
the funeral, 'Gone to the Highest
Bidder. A hard act to follow'. He
will be missed by his family, his
many friends, and the many
people who were drawn into his
enthusiasm for mechanical music.

Roger Booty

The Musical Clock
Hardback with jacket: 0 9 52327 O O 7 .

Price: f,39.99
Just released, a new book by Arthur

W. J. G. Ord-Hume.
Despite the factthat musical clocks

always attract a gteat deal ofinterest,
there has never before been a book
devoted exclusively to the subject. This
book, by a leading authority on
mechanical music of all kinds, details
the history of the musical clock, not
only in Britain and Continental Europe
but also in the USA.

It deals with the various types of
musical clocks, their style and
mechanisms, differentiating them
from chiming clocks, as well as
discussing the tunes played and the
composers who wrote pieces specially
for these clocks. Automaton clocks,
which are often associated with
musical work, are also included, as
are those masterpieces of miniaturisa-
tion - musical and automaton watches.

There is an extensive list of
clockmakers worldwide who are known
to have made musical clocks, and in
many instances far more biographical
information is given than has appeared
in print before.

New research into the development
of musical clocks and their makers is
presented, as well as much useful
information relatingto the use ofmusic
in clocks. This should become the
defrnitive book on the subject.

Ttris book is extensively illustrated
with numerous diagrams and many
photographs, both in colour and black
and white. Many of these are of
important clocks which have never
been illustrated before. I

Subscription
Renewals 1995

It's so easy to put it offuntil tomorrow,
but please do it now.

Please send your cheque payable to
"M.B.S.G.B." with the completed
renewal application to me, your
Subscription Secretary at "Martlets,"
High Orchard, Pencombe, Bromyard,
Herefordshire HR7 4RS.

Membership cards are being
introduced with the 1995 subscription.
Ifyou would like to receive one, please
enclose a S.A.E. with your renewal.
Overseas members please send areply
paid coupon.

In the New Year, it is hoped to
make benefits available in the UK to
membership card holders and details
will be published in the "Music Box"
Journal.

Meanwhile, as the festive season
approaches, it is my sincere pleasure
to wish you all "A Very Merry
Christmas and Good Health and
Happiness for the New Year.

I
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Missing from the last edition of the
Register was information on Junod.
Thanks to research by Roland Fisher
and Anthony Bulleid, I now have the
latest frndings. The following should
be included in the Junod data:-

"Arthur Junod was born in 1864
the son of Felix Junod and Rosa
Cuendet. He was one of a large
family. Arthur started the frrm of
Junod, Aubert & Cie around the vear
1888 when he was 24yearsold.ihe
registered J.A.C. trade mark can
sometimes be found incorporated in
a transfer design on the front of
cases. It was always used on their
catalogues.

Arthur Junod patented many of
his ideas including the helicoidal
cylinder and a rechange system. This
was all done within the 16 short
years of his working life. He died in
1904 at the age of40."

These findings are important in
that they add to our knowledge of
makers and enable corrections to be
made. In the Music BoxVolume 15,
No. 5 on page 157, Alfred is a misprint
for Arthur. In Arthur Ord-Hume's
book Musical Box on page 310, the
entry concerning Alfred Junod and
Andre Junod should now both read
Arthur Junod.

The information given in the
Music BoxVolume 15, No. 8 on page
242, note 2 has been proved to be
incorrect. TWo tune cards ofthe type
in frgure t have been found with
serial numbers below 19.000. It is
likely that both Bremond and./or
Greiner used them for a time before
Rivenc took over. The importance of
sending in details on tune cards and
photographs cannot be over empha-
sised. Gradually as more and more
information comes in, the pieces fall
into place and an accurate history
can be built up.

May I appeal to members to make
a special effort to send in full details
of any H.L.M.G. boxes they may have.
Those which have H.M.G. stamped
on the comb are by the same maker.
Notes of any other marks on combs
or movements are especially welcome
as I feel a breakthrough as to who
made these movements is not far
away. It would be excellent to head-
line "Another Maker Found!"

If more willing helpers could be
found to check boxes on sale in the
London salerooms, the Register
would make even more progress. To
keep on asking a few willing helpers
to record boxes for every auction is
hardly fair as it does entail a great
deal ofhardwork. Ideally, no member
should be asked to record more than
four or five boxes. May I appeal for a
few more volunteers to ease the
workload. If you are able to help,
please contact me via George
Worswick.

Regrster News
In the remainder of this article. I

propose to list some thoughts which
may provoke members to put pen to
paper. Ifnothing else, any response
will encourage regular contributors
to either continue with their efforts
or to modify their work to suit
readers' requirements.
Has History Stopped?

We go to great lengths to frnd out
who made our boxes and when,
having arrived at some sort of an
answer, nothing after that gets
recorded. I think most members have
placed their collection in a time
capsule that is frrmly placed in the
last century. Clearly remaining
boxes have survived the ninety years
of this century, yet we know little
about who owned them or where
they have been in this period.

I firmly believe this modern
history should be recorded whenever
possible and left in the boxes for
future generations to make what
they will of it. Here are some
examples of what I mean:-
R-2879. Written in ink on the tune

card, "To Bill, from Mrs
Bax. Oct. 5th. 1930. Same
day as R-101 met her fate
causing 48 deaths."

Both Bill and Mrs Bax must have
looked after that box well and the
fate of the R-101 certainly made an
impression.
R-146. My Great Aunt Ruth was

given this box by one of B.
A. Bremond's daughters
after Ruth's prolonged visit
to Geneva in 1885. Iinheri-
ted the box in 1932.

R-3209. Two labels stuck either side
ofthe tune card note that
"This musical box was
bought from Holyland by
my mother when she mar-
ried my father about 1840.
She had known it all her
life. "The note was written
in the writing of an aged
person and dated 1937.

I find the addition of the "human"
side to these boxes very interesting
and in a strange way it makes them
less of an inanimate object.

Technical Types
A number of cylinders that were

repinned about a decade or so ago
are now displaying signs of the
cement either sagging, cracking or
coming away from the cylinderwall.
Of course this happened to the old
original cylinder frlling, but it did
not seem to happen for very many
years. Not all cylinders that have
been repinned display this phenom-
ena, but some do, posingthe question
as to why?

1. Has there been a chemical
change in the cement during the
second and third session ofheating?

2. Can the cement only stand
one heating process?

3. If the cement has been over
heated during the repinning process,
would that alter the bonding ability of
the material?

4. Would chemicals used to
dissolve pins and clean cylinders
make the internal cylinder walls less
likely to provide a suitable "key" for
the cement?

Wear and Tear
Every time a musical box is

played, it is one tune nearer the end
of its useful working life. It would be
pointless to dismantle the mechan-
ism, wrap it up in oiled paper and
lock it away, so what is the best
compromise?

I believe the following to be good
advice, but would welcome the views
ofothers.

1. Playtheboxwhenthe timeis
proper and people are ready to listen
to it almost reverently. If a back-
ground noise is all that is required,
then play a tape recording.

2. A box wears out because of
friction, therefore reducing that to a
minimum is an absolute must. If a
comb is set too far in, then both pins
and teeth will wear out quickly.
Ilowever - Ihe greatest cause of
wear to teeth and pins is due to
lack of correct align-ment. It is
essential to have any box in correct
register. Correct lubrication of pins
is not just a fad but helps to reduce
friction.

3. Theuseofmodernandgreatly
improved lubricants is perfectly
acceptable. I have found the use ofa
lubricant containing Teflon to be
highly desirable. Teflon put on
cylinder pins reduces the friction
signifrcantly below that of normal
clock oil. An added bonus is that
Teflon resists being rubbed off and
does not dry out.

4. Musicalboxesthatarelefton
a shelf for long periods of time seem
to develop a sort of"arthritis." They
eventually start, often aft,er flicking
the governor wing. Then they run
slowly for a time, gradually working
up to the correct speed. Oil has dried
up, the bearings have settled and
the springhas stuck a little. I feel all
musical boxes should be played at
least three times in a year with the
maximum number of people present
to enjoy the experience.

Finally, I hope these writings have
inspired, outraged, or cajoled you
into penning a letter to the Editor
for publication in the next magazine.
We all have something to offer, so
come on "Disgusted" of Tunbridge
Wells. If you do not wish your name
togoforward, I am sure acountyname
and initials would be acceptable.

The Registrar.
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The Dulcrmef-

Introduction
In the Mus6e National des Techniques, part of the Conservatoire National
des Arts et M6tiers in Paris, there rests what is probably the most
impressive and subtle musical automaton of all time. Upon a nicely-
shaped and inlaid table there rests a dulcimer shaped like a miniature
harpsichord. At this is seated the frgure of a young girl who holds in her
hands two small hammers. She uses these hammers to play one of eight
melodies on her instnr.ment. Unlike other automata of this form, though,
she actually moves her hands and plays upon her instrument as would a
live player. Made in 1784 by the renowned German clockmaker and
mechanician, Peter Kintzing and his equally renowned cabinetmaker
David Roentgen, the piece once belonged to Marie Antoinette who most
probably commissioned it. It is calledLa joueuse de tympanon and now, for
the frrst time in living memory, we can hear her music. And there lies some
surprises!

THE world of musical automata
experienced its "golden age" during
the era of wonder and excitement
which characterised the middle
decades ofthe eighteenth century.

The Industrial Revolution in
Europe coincided with the arrival
of a few craftsmen who could build
on the art begun a century earlier
in Augsburg. Men such as
Vaucanson, the Jaquet-Droz and a
handful of other philosophical
inventors extending from
Christopher Pinchbeck at one end
of the scale through to Robert-
Houdin at the other created
artificial life forms which
captivated the minds of the public.

Not surprisingly, their makers
(as well as less-talented entre-
preneurs) capitalised on this
popular adulation and took their

handiwork on tour. Pieces of
automata such as Vaucanson's
automaton flute-player and
Jaquet-Droz's talented androids
which wrote, drew and played
music attracted profrtable crowds
wherever they went.

Exhibitions were not limited to
the locality of their creation,
though. Pieces travelled the
northern hemisphere with exhi-
bitions in places such as London,
Paris, Vienna, New York and
Philadelphia.

These tours provide us with a
rich source of information for
besides pin-pointing dates when
exhibitions took place, they provide
us with contemporary newspaper
and.magazine reports while at the
same time they inspired the
profligate diarists to pen words,

some of which are actually quite
revealing.

It was just such an exhibition in
Paris which led to the construction
of the extraordinary ,piece, the
Dulcimer-Player (La Joueuse de
tympanon) which is today
displayed in the National Museum
in Paris.

Jaquet-Droz sows the seed
The story began way back in

January of 1775 when the three
Jaquet-Droz automata - The
Writer, The Draughtsman andThe
Musician - arrived in Paris as part
oftheir builders' 'grand tour". They
were exhibited there on and off
until 1783. Contrary to popular
legend, though, Louis XV never
saw these automatar for they
arrived in Paris after his death.
However, the Draughtsman was
'adjusted' so that it produced a
portrait of the dead monarch.

France's new queen, the
precocious 2O-year-old Marie
Antoinette, together with her court
of associates, visited the exhibit.
Here they watched, wondered and
admired the pieces2 created by the
Swiss genius. It appears that she
was quite fascinated by these
ingenious lifelike automata, none
more so than the clever frgure of
The Musician, an android female
which actually performed upon a
real pipe organ playing a keyboard
with its articulated frngers.

player (Parr

by Arthur W. J. G. Ord-Hume
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One may postulate that upon
seeing and appreciating the
exhibits, Marie Antoinette
probably suggested to her 2l-year-
old husband - the equally new king
- that she would like to have such
an automaton. The Jaquet-Droz
pieces, however, were not for sale,
not even to the King of France and
his queen.

It may be that the queen, also
possibly even the king, was peeved
tobe deniedthe chance tobuy such
works of art. One may imagine his
declaring that if the Swiss would
not sell, then he would have a
bigger, better and cleverer
automaton of his very own. From
what we know of Louis XVI this
would not have been out ofkeeping
with his character.

Ttre story now shifts to Prussian
Germany.

Peter Kintzing and David
Roentgen

Peter Kintzing, who name is also
found spelled as Kinzing or Kitzing,
was born in Neuwied in 1746. In
the seventy years which elapsed
until his death in 1816, he
established for himself a premier
reputation as not just a clockmaker
and talented mechanician but as a
maker of compound musical clocks

uniting organ and dulcimerwork.
Kintzing's instruments were

always of the highest order. Their
presentation was, however,
heightened by the quality and
magnifrcence of their cases. These
were no ordinary pieces of furniture
but were the work of the master
cabinetmaker and fellow resident
of Neuwied, David Roentgen. He
had followed in the footsteps of his
equally illustrious father,
Abraham Roentgen.

IfAugsburg had been the early
seat of mechanical excellence in
the Holy Roman Empire, then the
signifrcance of Neuwied lies in its
tolerance of sects at a time when
Europe was rife with religious
persecution. This small Prussian
town had been set up in 1649 by
one Prince Neuwied who invited
settlers of all religious persuasions
to take up residence there free from
interference. That must indeed
have been an attractive proposition
and it quickly established cheek-
by-jowl Protestant, Catholic and
Moravian Brethren churches.

The new town was radical in
more ways than just its religious
tolerance. It was conceived along
novel lines which, for its time, were
nothing if not radical. Built
provocatively on a square grid
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pattern and planned with many
open spaces, the new towngrew
but slowly and its population
remained barely 6,000 right up
into the nineteenth century.

Neuwied, situated on the Rhine
some seven miles from Koblenz,
thus became something of a mecca
for artists and craftsmen who
sought the necessary peaceful
environment to enable them to
pursue their craft.

Just such a craftsman was
Abraham Roentgen. He was born
of Moravian descent in 1711 and
had hitherto lived in Wettergau
where his son David was born
August 1-lt}r, t743. Thus it came
about that the family moved to
Neuwied in 1750.

David, whose life spanned sixty
years, ending on February 12th
1807 inWiesbaden, grewup under
the strong influence of his father's
already-renowned skills in
cabinetwork. Abraham, who died
in 1793, produced furniture which
was commissioned by the Russian
royal family and noblemen across
Europes.

It was thus in Neuwied that
Peter Kintzing came into contact
with David Roentgen and by the
late 1770s the two were
collaborating in the making of
furniture with musical clocks.
Some pieces bear their joint
signatures, in particular their
clocks.

Both Kintzing and Roentgen
visited (and may have worked in)
Paris around 1780 although
subsequent pieces still showed the
place of manufacture as Neuwied.

Kintzing and the French King
The youthful Louis XVI is known

to have been numbered among
Roentgen's customers and during
his reign as king of France (1774-
1793) he appears to have purchased
a number of pieces from him. One
compound musical clock signed by
Roentgen and Kintzing, is said to
have belonged to Marie Antoinette
(1155-1793) and is now awaiting
restoration in a private collection
in Americaa.

It seems to have been in 1784
that Kintzing and Roentgen were
working to complete their chef
d'oeuure in Germany. The work
was of a novel form. The figure of a
younggirl, 53cmhigh, satbefore a
dulcimer which she actually played
by moving her arms and striking
the correct sequence ofstrings with
small hammers. Like the kevboard-



player ofPierre Jaquet-Droz (made
in the early 1770s), each
performance was an original one
produced by the android.

While legend has it that they
then sold this in March of 1785 to
Marie Antoinette, it is unthinkable
that such a complex and costly
creation could have been
contemplated, let alone under-
taken, were there not already a
customer lined up for it. The
supposition must therefore be that
this creation was specifically
ordered by the young queen and
had been inspired by the exhibition
of the Jaquet-Droz Musician ten
years earlier.

Louis throws out achallenge
Since Louis XVI must have

known or otherwise been aware of
Kintzings, it is more than likely
that the French king suggested
that perhaps he, Kintzing, could
make something for the queen
which would compensate for her
inability to acquire the Jaquet-
Droz piece.

One may equally imagine
Kintzing "going away and having
a think about it." Whatever
transpired, the extraordinary piece
which is the subject of this article
was the outcome.

The decade between Marie
Antoinette's captivation with the
Jaquet-Droz automaton in Paris
and the delivery ofRoentgen and
Kintzing's masterpiece may well
have been one of personal
development and changing tastes.
Whatever it was, she seems quickly
to have tired of this novelty for
almost immediately afterwards,
her doctor, a man named Lassone,
was in the position where he could
present the piece to the Acad6mie
des Sciences in 1785. The queen
had already passed it on.

Dr Lassone described the piece
at the time of its presentation in
the following words6:

A small female frgurine plays
and executes different pieces of
music very well on a sort of
dulcimer, resembling a small
harpsichord. This figurine
whose features, proportions and
frttings are very elegant, strikes
with accuracy and precision the
strings of the instrument with
two small metal hammers that
she holds in her hands."

Robert-Houdin lends an
arthritic hand

In 1864, the administration of
the old Academy of Sciences placed

avalue of3,000 francs onthe piece.
T\vo years later it was transferred
to the Conservatoire des arts et
m6tiers. In that year the celebrated
illusionist and inventor Robert-
Houdin was apparently involved
in carrying out a restoration. The
history of the piece was described,
rather colourfully and not a little
confusingly as regards dates,
together with details of what he
foundwhen he came to restore it in
the following termsT:

Cet automate, 6crira-t-il, a
appartenu d Louis XVI. Il
repr6sente, dit-on, les charmes
physiques et le talent musical
de Marie-Antoinette. Aband-
onn6 depuis la R6volution dans
un r6duit de I'Institut oi il eut d
subir plus que les injures du
temps, il fut un jour offert au
Conservatoire des Arts et
M6tiers. M. Le G6n6ral Morin,
directeur de cet 6tablissement,
me chargea de remettre en 6tat
la pr6cieuse machine. L'6tat de
d6labrement de I'automate, ses
mouvements saccad6s, bruyants
et peu naturels, ont rendu, je
dois le dire, ma tdche longue et
p6nible. J'ai tenu, surtout, d ne
pas sortir de mon r6le de
r6parateur, et tout en corrigeant
les d6fauts de la machine, je me
suis attach6 d lui conserver,
quant au fond, son organisation

primitive afrn qu'elle rest6t
I'oeuvre de ses auteurs.
There is, quite probably, some

small measure of self-
aggrandisement in this writing
which almost suggests thathe had
to put something down on paper to
justifr his account! This is all the
more significant when one wonders
how Robert-Houdin found time to
carry out any serious work on the
automaton. He was, after all, still
involved with the Th6Atre Robert-
Houdin, writingbooks on conjuring
and sleight of hand and vocifer-
ously arguing with one Mon. Robin
(Henri Dunkell) who, he alleged,
had stolen one ofhis best illusionss.

On top of that, Robert-Houdin
was not enjoyingthe best ofhealth:
he writes in January of 1864 that
'severe rheumatism" in his joints
confrnes him to his lodgingse.

Robert-Houdin's work on
Kintzing's automaton was unlikely
to involve any serious study as to
how the piece operated and it was
doubtfirl ifit extended to anything
like a perfect restoration.

Whatiscertain, however, is that
after 1866 a number of people,
ostensibly experts in various fields,
interfered with the piece and it
was accorded scant respect.
Quickly, then, it was out of order
once more.



lVhat survives after two
centuries?

And so the story comes up to
date with the decision in 1990 by
the director of the Mus6e des
Techniques, Madame Dominique
Ferriot, to bring together a team of
experts in the various frelds to
explore the possibilities ofrestoring
the piece to playing condition.

The problem facing this type of
restoration is that of preservation
and quickly it became apparent
that it would, in the long term, be
destructive to attempt a full
performing restoration given the
present state of the mechanism. A
further consideration was that,
despite 140 years ofabuse in the
museum, Z a Joueuse de tympanon
remained in substantially original,
if delicate and distressed.
condition.

The restoration team is
formed . . .
The head of the Museum's
restoration department in Paris,
Jean Marie Broussard, first
assessed the potential success of
any such restoration. It was quickly
determined that while all the
mechanism survived in a rather
worn condition, the most important
features - the musical barrel and
the cams which controlled the
movement ofthe arms - were intact.

The other rnembers of the team
- musicologist Jean Haury and
sound engineer Denis Mercier -
got down to the problem of
assessing what could be done.

First it must be explained that,
due to the unusual operation ofthe
android, there was nothing on the
musical barrel which was directly
translatable into musical notation.
Being a percussion instrrrment, the
notes on the t5rmpanon were purely
represented by pins in the cylinder.
But since it was the arm-moving
cams which effectively specifred
which note was to be sounded, the
cylinder was merely a brass drum
of protruding pins and quite devoid
ofany indications as to the pitch of
the notes played. In short, the
barrel pinning could only indicate
rhybhm.

A moment's thought will reveal
the immense obstacles which had
to be overcome. With a normal
mechanical musical instrument, all
the music is represented by the
arrangement of the cylinder pins.
Crack the tuning scale and the
music emerges relatively easily.
With the Kintzing mechanism,

however, the music was the end
product of two separate
mechanisms - a system to move
the hammer to the proper string -
and then a system to cause the
hammer to strike that string. In
effect, then, the mechanism was
like a three-dimensional game of
chess!

. . . and breaks new ground
in technolory

It was at this stage that modern
technolory came to the rescue for
it was decided to plot the music
using a computer and a piece of
software known as MIDI - Musical
Instrument Digital Interface.

Thus began a fascinating
programme of musical creation
which was so unusual that it
attracted attention far beyond the
normal realms of museums and
mechanical music.

The result of this unique
application enabled Messrs

Mercier, Haury and Broussard to
break totally fresh ground and
present a fascinating paper to the
Audio Engineering Society in
Berlinlo entitled "The Musical
Restoration of the 'Joueuse de
Tympanon'". The valued
contribution which the authors'
research has made is outlined in
the Abstract of their paper which
reads as follows:

A new concept for restoring
antique musical instruments:
having recorded the original
sound and noted the static and
dynamic readings of pitch and
rhythm, an audio-M.I.D.I.
processing system enabled the
virtual reconstruction by
computer of the musical
performance of the'Joueuse de
Tympanon' (mechanical
musician from the XVIII
century). This studio editing
work is recommended as a guide
for the restoration of this
mechanical instrument.
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An analytical look at working
prinoiples

The exceptional character ofthe
piece determined the slow and
methodical approach which the
team adopted to their task. The
first part ofthe study consisted of
a precise analysis of the musical
execution of the automaton, whilst
the second part involved the virtual
reconstruction of the correct
interpretation of the eight melodies
represented on the barrel.

The restorers commented that
the unique nature of this musical
android required a preliminary
study taking into account the
aesthetics of the musical inter-
pretation.

Ttre automaton figrrre plays on
the dulcimer with two metal
hammers. This particular dulciner
is designed in the shape of a
harpsichord with the strings
perpendicular to the figurine. It
has twenty-three pairs of strings
arranged in a conventional way

with the bass on the left and the
treble on the right.

The operation of playing can be
divided into two interrelated
movements: a horizontal sweep of
the arms in order to select the
strings to be played, and a vertical
movement ofthe hammers striking
the strings.

Because the wrists are infl exible
and in order to provide a clean
'strikeo to the strings, ths harnmsr
is hinged half way along its length
and provided with a leaf-spring
beneath. During the striking
action, the arm drops and stops a
few millimetres above the strings.
The articulation of the harnmer
shaft then allows the hemmer to
continue its course to hit the
strings. After impact, the leaf
spring returns the hammer head
to its normal position.

In order to operate the auto-
maton, a heavy-duty clock-work
notor is provided which provides
the power to rotate a brass cylinder.

B C# D E F#GG#A B'BC# DD#EF# G G#A B' BC# D E

Dulci-er tuning-scale (bl-chords throughoutl

'tra j,cueure de tynpanon'

bt-fq.t2

The speed of the mechanisn is
adjustable by means of the usual
clockwork air-brake.

To provide the musical
progrFrnme, in place ofthe familiar
form of pinned ban'el there is a
cylindrical-1i1s se-eyial assenbly.
This comprises two separate
divisions which rotate as one.

The first of these is a sandwich
of irregularly-shaped brass carns
placed side by side. These
constitute the movement memory
for the arms and seLs, through a
system oflevers and a cam follower,
the radial position ofthe arm for
each note in each of the melodies
played. Ttre ratio of movement of
the arm is such that for a change in
the cam ofone millinetre, there is
a change in the lateral movement
of the arm end hammer of one
centimetre, i.e. 10:1.

Ttre second division is a pinned
section ofthe barrel which serves
only to move the arm so that the
hammer is operated. firis portion
of the musical-programme barrel
operatesjust one single key. Ttris
combination is repeated for each
arm.

Tune-changing is achieved in a
conventional manner, this co-axial
assembly being shifted laterally to
bringa fresh set ofcams underthe
cam-followers, and a fresh set of
striking pins under the solitary
key.

Continued in next edition

'Ia1bueure de

fupaoon'

vlcv ofthe
dulclmer and
its pctformet
shoring the

overlap of
the arns

Profile of arm-controlling cam
superimposed on
note-striking pins

r- Cam-follower
\

I 
"** 

position

Left-hand movement for the opening of Air No III
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Coffector's Sftou)cose
A Swiss gold and enamcl ntusical

fortune-telling box, circa 7810
The lid is decorated with a young Turkish couple
consulting a sorcerer, in polychrome enamel, within a
frame of pearl-set foliage on a blue enamel ground. It
opens to reveal an enamelled riverside scene with a
magician seated on a rock under two trees, all executed
in coloured gold. A drawer at the side of the box
contains six double-sided gold and enamel tablets on
which are written English riddles. These are placed in
a second drawer and the mechanism set in motion by
means of a slide. The magician inclines his head to
consult his book and then raises his right arm to point
out the answer to the question, which is revealed by an
aperture in the foliage.

Ttris box was recently acquired by Kenneth Goldman.
An extensive article about it and the mechanism was
recently published in the bulletin of "The Music Box
Society International" in the USA.

Mr. Goldman is very interested in hearing from
other members who have similar musical and
automated "Objects of Vertu." He can be reached at
P.O. Box 404, Needham, MA. 02192, USA. I
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HowMustczt BoxES
ttrERE IIL4DE

Introduction:
The music trade's monthly
magazine Musical Opinion
occasionally published pseudo-
technical material, usually devoted
to a description of how certain
products were made and clearly
following from a visit to the factory.
Instrument makers obviously
understood the value to 'PR' in those
far-off days and, obviously, the
editor understood that there was no
such thing as a free lunch.

Towards the end of 1884, the
magazine turned its attention to
the musical box and presented an
article which, from its heading,
sounds as ifit should have described
in the minutist detail exactly how
musical boxes were made.

Sadly, it hardly lives up to its
grand title and is thus typical of
many other articles published
around this time in that it gives but
sketchy details of the process it
purports to describe in detail.

MYSTIQIIE
However sketchy, though, it does

shed a little more light (even if only
a different one) on the mystique
which has increased over the years
concerning how musical boxes were
made. It confrrms, for example, that
a comb with broken teeth may have
been as a result of an intentional
factory repair made during
construction - and this is something
we have all seen many times over
the years.

In re-presenting this brief article,
it has to be viewed today as a piece
ofspace-frlling prose rather than as
a well-informed observation. It
begins, for example, with two
unrelated subjects, the frrst being a
statement concerning long-playing
musical movements and the second
on the processes employed in
manufacturing boxes requiring a
good deal of spring power. It is
almost as if the article was very
much longer but an editorial blue
pencil has elided large sections
leaving, like the movie presented
on TV, a story which hardly flows
but reads as ifyou have continually
turned over two pages at once.

For those who may be too young
to know what a'counting house'is,

this is the old name for the
'accounting'department - in other
words 'accounts'. It is a pity that
the correspondent didn't give us a
bit more of an idea about the
difference between factory-gate
prices and those charged by
retailers.

D.I.Y. REPAIRS
One may blench at the thought

of encouraging do-it-yourself
repairs as hinted at in the closing
sentences. The Jacot repair manual,
a product of this philosophy, was
probably responsible for more
damaged or ruined musical boxes
than successful repairs.

Anyway, here is a transcript of
the article which appeared on page
98 of the issue ofMzsical Opinion
& Music Trad.e Reuiew for
November lst, 1884. Punctuation,
spelling and paragraphing are
intentionally unaltered.

The mechanical combination
employed for playing long pieces of
music without intermission consists
ofa duplex cylinder operating upon
two separate combs. It appears that
the first idea occurred to Mr.
Am6d6e Paillard, in 1873, whilst
employed in constructing a musical
box for the Philadelphia exhibition,
valued at f, 1200. But the method he
suggested was perfected and
simplified by a St. Croix workman,
who sold his invention to Messrs.
Paillard & Co., of HolbornViaduct,
where these boxes may be seen by
those interested.

SMALL PROFIT II{ARGIIN
At Messrs. Paillard's factory at

St. Croix every facility is given for
inspecting the various processes of
manufacture and plans of
construction, and on leaving the
factory and going into the counting
house and noting the cost at the
factory and the prices charged in
London, the small margin of profit
is to some extent due to our English
free trade notions.

The enormous power required in
their boxes, is obtained from four

large barrels operating in one
pinion; the diameter of each barrel
is 5% inches and the width 3rl+
inches. The advantage of this
combination is this: the main
springs are all broad and thin, and
on this account are not likely to
break. It is estimated that their
combined force is four hundred
pounds, and although the power is
so great, yet, by the combination of
levers attached to the barrels they
may all be wound at once by a child.

PI"AlrI OF IGYBOARD
Space does not permit of our

describing all the various processes
of manufacture in detail, but the
plan ofmaking a key-board or comb
will be an interested detail. Mild
cast steel is used, not however so
highly carbonized as that used for
gravers and cutters. After most
minute testing of the piece of metal
selected, it is then planished and
annealed, being made red hot - a
dark red only - and covered up in
sawdust to exclude the air. The
teeth are then cut with great
rapidity and exactness in an
elaborate dividing engine. In the
tuning of the key-board it is
sometimes found that, notwith-
standingthe care in the commence-
ment, that one or two of the keys
will show feebleness, and want of
power in utterance; such keys are
taken out and new ones replaced by
the following process. A key is made
of the same shape and temper as
the defective one, but on the under
part a foot is formed. A slot is then
frled out of the steel block of the
key-board the exact size ofthe foot.
The new key is then gently
hammered into its place, care being
taken to fix it in a line with the
other keys. It is then soldered in its
place with the ordinary soft solder
used by tinmen. In this operation it
is necessary to use a very large
soldering copperbit, weighing about
seven or eight pounds: a smaller
one will not retain sufficient heat to
penetrate the key-board. When the
key is well frxed, it is frled up
perfectly level with the others, and
tuned by filing it underneath. If it
has been executed by a good
workman no one can detect it. A
premium is put upon workmen who
show great cleverness in this kind
ofwork as they are generally drafted
away to the London or New York
depdts for repairs, an extensive
business ofthis kind being carried
on at each ofthese houses in difficult
repairs that the proprietors would
be glad to get rid of, and they
contemplate publishing an
exhaustive treatise on this subject
for the use of their customers. I
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e excrct!)
Dr. Coulson Conn was over from
America this summer with his son,
Kevin. On this occasion the
attraction was not a Musical Box
Society event but the first 1-2-day
Gilbert & Sullivan Festival at the
elegant Opera House in Buxton, in
the Derbyshire Peak District.

Coulson, a prominent mernber
ofour MBSGB - and ofthe MBSI is
a frequent visitor to the UK and
the European Continent. This time
the occasion was very British, the
first international Savoyard
celebration where enthusiasts for
these popular light operas could

Dr. Coulson Conn (left) and son
Kevin outside the'Yew Tree" inn
with landlord Alan East (centre).
Alan is a well-known Staffordshire
collector of antiques who has a
penchant for disc musical boxes.

meet socially and in musical
competition.

We decided to help the Conns to
enjoy a break by taking them on a
quick tour of the surrounding
countryside.

"We never seem to have a minute
to ourselves," explained Coulson
over the phone as we made our
arrangements, "it's all go!"

Coulson was in his element at
attending such an event, ofcourse,

and Sullivan's music figures
prominently on the mechanical
music machines in his Penn-
sylvania collection. He was, before
returning home, to pick up two
"great discs" from Patch Pearce.
"One ofthem being an anangement
of 'Take a Pair of Sparkling Eyes'
from 'The Gondoliers', arranged
by Robin Timms for my 12 ins.
Regina," he told me in alaterletter
from his home.

Most ofthe principals of D'Oyly

Inside the'Yew Tree" are marry coin operated boxes which are there for
visitors to eqioy at 2p a time!

Carte were present, including John
Reed. Coulson was down to provide
the offstage voice in "Cox and Box."
He was finding himself kept just
as busy with rehearsals as those
who do this kind of thing for a
living. Kevin shares his father's
love of G & S and he was playrng
"Pish T\rsh" in "The Mikado." His
performance got a mention from
the music critic ofthe "Manchester
Evening News"!

Where to take the Conns for a
quick run around the area was no
problem. I remembered that, just
over the Derbyshire border in
Staffordshire there was the "Yew
Tree" inn in the village of Cauldon.
This is a place long noted for its
disc musical boxes which visitors
may play to their hearts' content
at the reasonable rate of 2p a time.
(Prospective visitors should
remember this and take plenty of
2p coins with them!)

We drove there along the Leek
road from Buxton, picking out the
way to the village of Waterhouses.
Here one must look out for the
fingerpost pointing to the hamlet
of Cauldon. There is a huge
industrial building dominating a



tools, photographs, lamps,
weapons, and - most impres-
sively - the musical boxes!"

"A visit there for a collector of
musical boxes is a rare treat," he
added. "I have seen commercial
musical boxes in their intended

settings, still collecting coins and
still providing the public with
enjoyable music at the drop of a
coin. I have never before seen
such a concentration ofmachines
in a public place - and all still
working!"

"Not onlythe number, but the
variety of Polyphons is most
impressive," Coulson continued,
"there is a 15 ins. upright, a l95la
ins. upright, a 22 ins. upright box
with bar bells, and two 24 ins.
upright machines with different
case styles. Standing side by side
on an upper landing are two
'Geisha' Polyphon long-case
clocks that house 151/z ins.
mechanisms in their bases."

"With such an array it is no
wonder that in England the word
'Polyphon' is synonymous with
'disc musical box'," he remarked.
"These were not the total, how-
ever. There are also alovely 27
ins. upright Symphonion and two
fine examples of perhaps the
nicest of disc instruments,the24
ins. Lochmann upright with bells.
One ofthe boxes had saucerbells,
the other tubular, offering
different tones."

During our visit many two
pence pieces were gobbled up by
the machines as they rendered
their charming tunes. Kevin,
whose particular interest lies in
the freld of old weaponry, was
torn between examining the
musical boxes and scrutinising

Coulson gets down to a closer study!

limestone quarry, which does
nothing towards enhancing the
scene, on the right. Not far ahead
the "Yew Tree" is on the right.

"For an American visitor to
England one pleasure is visiting
British pubs. This is not just for
the quality of the drinks or the
often excellent pub food, but for
the unique atmosphere that
many ofthem possess," explained
Coulson. "In the US the typical
taproom is rather generic,
'Cheers' (the TV show) not-
withstanding! The British pubs
have often interesting historical
reference, perhaps reflected in
their names. They are ideal
places for foreigners to get a good
feel of Britain, both today and
yesteryear."

This "Yew Tree" has not
altered since I frrst visited the
place a couple ofdecades ago and
landlord Alan East is still pulling
the pints. Some things never
change, thank goodness. Alan has
been a real 'magpie' in his time
and his collection frlls the inn's
rooms.

Coulson was pleased with the
inn's decor. "Strongly turn of the
19th-2Oth century," he reckoned,
"with every room crammed with
the artifacts of that era - bicvcles.

Two 'Geisha' disc musical box long-case clocks on an upstairs landing
that is not accessible to visitors.
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Coulson and Kevin with more examples.

the many knives, swords, rifles,
and pistols that bedecked the walls,
rafters, and cabinets.

Coulson and Kevin would dearly
have loved to spend more time
chatting with Alan East but duty
kept mine host behind the bar
looking after his customers.
Perhaps another time?

We had to hurryback to Buxton.
This was the frnal evening of the
l2-day event. There was a
celebratory dinner and social
evening ahead that no G & S fan
would want to missl

Because many MBSGB mem-
bers are interested in railways I
will tell you that we followed the
old route of the long gone Manifold
Valley railway towards Buxton.
The Manifold Valley is a beautiful
part of Staffordshire where once
ran the "railway to nowhere." In
the 1930s, when the railway had
frnally closed, the track was torn
up and made into a public route for
walkers and cyclists.

Cars are forbidden most of the
way and have to follow the old
winding roads around the steep
valley sides. Motorists can follow a
part ofthe track and drive through
the only tunnel existing on the old
narrow-gauge railway. Milk and
lead, from the dairyandthe ancient
mines at Ecton were the railway's

rnain raison d'4tre. When these
sources frnished, the line ended up
serving only tourists and Sunday
school outings, finally closing
altogether. Locals found the
railway to be of little use as most of
them lived in villages halfway up
the steep hillsides. The develop-

ment ofthe motorvehicle presented
competition the railway could well
do without! Plans to extend the
Iine to Buxton ftzzled. ortt.

Unlike the railway, we did reach
Buxton, and in good time for the
Conns to prepare for their party!

I

Unfortunately, but not for him, Alan East was kept busy with his customers.
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IN September, Guiseppe Bertorelli
died. He was 101years of age.

Bertorelli made a name for
himself in London back in the 1920s
and 'thirties. And to this day the
restaurant which bears his name
in London's Charlotte Street
(parallel with Tottenham Court
Road) is renowned for its good food
and its wines.

It wasn't always that way,
though, for in his rich century-plus
Joe Bertorelli led a full life and
achieved a chequered career. He
started out as an Italian citizen
born on June 10th, 1893, in
Bergazzi, Northern Italy. He then
came to London for a while before
going to New York where he worked
in a fashionable restaurant where
he was forced to speak nothing but
French. Then he became an
American citizen before frnally
coming back to London and
becoming a naturalised British
subject.

"No wonder people cannot
understand what language I
speak!" he used to say with a
chuckle.

But Joe Bertorelli got into the
restaurant business more by
accident than chance, for his father
v/as an itinerant musician - one of
those lowly mendicants about
whom the high-and-mighty R.
Paulucci di Calboli, one-time
secretary to the Italian ambassador
in London, wrote so copiously - and
critically - about in his book I
Girouaghi ltaliani in 1893. These
street musicians did nothing for
the reputation ofthe Italian nation
abroad, he wrote. That was his
opinion.

Joe's father was one of these
people. There was no work in Italy,
a situation for which, in hindsight,
we ought to be thankful, even ifthe
Italians weren't exactly overjoyed
with it at the time. If the long bad
winters in the mountains of Central
Europe were responsible for the
birth of the Swiss watch and the

by Arthur W. J. G. Ord-Hume

Black Forest clock (not to mention
the musical box), then the lack of
work in Italy spread the Italian
culture of street music across not
just Europe but as far afreld as
America and Australasia.

The curiously-dressed organ-
grinder and street barrel-piano
player was a familiar sight in
almost every temperate country of
the world. They were too canny to
take themselves to those parts of
the globe where extremes of
temperature pertain.

And so Joe Bertorelli's father
travelled frrst to Paris and then on
to London lookingfor work. In those
days there was reallyonlyone way
to travel if you had no money. Old
man Bertorelli walked. He walked
to Paris, he walked to Boulogne
and he stowed away on ships
sailing to London. As did all his
friends.

Of course, he didn't walk all the
time. He made a precarious living
playing his accordion in the streets
of towns through which he passed.
He did odd jobs on farms. He had
money but, like those who know
frugal living, he didn't waste his
resources.

London's street music industry
centred on that little triangle of
run-down property which once
occupied the area bordered by
Clerkenwell Road, Roseberry
Avenue and Farringdon Road. It
also extended the other side of
Clerkenwell Road, taking in
Leather Lane, Cross Street,
Charles Street and, of course,
Saffron Hill. This last street was
(and still is) a narrow lane winding
along the back of one-time
warehouses. It's all been re-built
now after Hitler thoughtfully
prepared most of this one-time
slum for re-development.

In the last decades of the

nineteenth century, though,
Saffron Hill was the veritable
centre ofthe Italian quarter. For
'Italian quarter' read 'organ-
grinding quarter'. When he wrote
his book. Paulucci di Calboli found
920 of his countrymen working as
street musicians in London and
most of them were here living in
squalor and scarcely-concealed
poverty.

In the old tenement blocks,
Italians lived and slept on benches
lined up rather like sardines there
were so many of them. During the
day they would hire street pianos
or organs from their fellow
countrlrmen who made them just
across Clerkenwell Road in places
like Warner Street. Then they
would push them to their pitches,
places which experience had
dictated would be good for business.

Some ofthese sites were literally
across the other side oflondon. To
push a street-piano in all weathers,
rain or shine, from Clerkenwell to
Holborn, Theatreland or Mayfair
was one thing, but to go all the way
out to Kensington and Shepherd's
Bush was another! No wonder
these men were either very frt (the
young ones), very muscular (the
middle-aged ones) or wheezing
consumptives (the old ones who
had reached their fifties). And
earnings in a day could range from
just a few pence to perhaps several
shillings.

The Italian community in
London was, like the other
immigrant quarters, a rich source
of native culture. No other
language was spoken in this area -
at least, not by the Italians who
easily outnumbered the few other
people who lived and worked there
such as the watchmakers, the
leather workers and the book-
binders.

Old man Bertorelli came to
Clerkenwell and took a job with
one of his fellow countrymen
making street pianos. He liked the
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work and sent to Italy for his four
sons tojoinhim. Threecame across
on the money he had saved up and
sent to them. The fourth was young
Guiseppe, too young to leave home.
He was then barely 12 summers of
age.

Home without his brothers was
lonely. At the age of 17, he set off
for London. All went well until he
arrived on British soil at
Folkestone. He had been unwise
enough not to learn any English
and the immigration offrcers at
the portwere notversed in Italian.
They sent him packingback to the
Continent where, after all, he
belonged. Some funny things went
on in those days.

Meanwhile back in Clerkenwell,
Bertorelli's father could not fail to
notice how his fellow Italians
longed for Italian food instead of
the pretty dreadful stuff they were
forced to eat in a countrywhich did
not cater for the tastes of
foreigners. In his travels he had
always preferred to cook his own
food so now he started cooking
home-made pasta for his friends.

The pasta-makingwas the start
of a pretty big diversification for
quickly his customers increased in
numbers. Bertorelli and his three
sons borrowed money and bought
an old building in street-piano land
which they opened as an Italian
boarding house.

Success was instantaneous. A
call went out to Italy with a plea
for his youngest son to try again.
This time he sent money and one of
those letters which starts "To
whom it may concern..."

It was 1911 when Guiseppe
successfully confused the
immigration authorities and
frnally arrived in London. Street
pianos? Well, there was more
money in cooking for his
compatriots who could push their
pianos around Town all day and
eat convivially in the evenings.

One of his elder brothers had
the wanderlust and hankered for
the brighter lights of New York.
Guiseppe agreed to go with him
and the two worked as a waiter
and a chef at a restaurant where
his fellow countr'5rman the famous
singer Enrico Caruso used to eat.
Once he was so flustered at meeting
Caruso that he almost got the sack
for addressing him in their native
tongue: the Plaza restaurant had

a rule that at all times only French
was to be spoken!

War in Europe meant that
returning to London would be
diffrcult. In 1916 he applied for
American citizenship and spent his
time working in an American
munitions factory. By an odd
chance he met up with an old girl-
friend from Bergazzi. IIer name
was also Bertorelli although they
were not related. They were
married soon afterwards.

Backin London, however, things
were booming. Despite war damage
to the premises when a Zeppelin
had dropped its bombs across
Farringdon Road, the Bertorelli
business flourished and they had
now opened caf6s in Shoreditch
and by Waterloo Bridge catering
almost exclusively for the Italian
population.

It was into this environment
that Guiseppe, now firmly
Americanised as Joe, steppedwith
his young wi fe in 1922. They opened
a small frve-table caf6 in Charlotte
Street and initially served English
food to commercial travellers and
chauffeurs.

One day, though, the clientele
requested details of what they
themselves were eating. The rest
is history. A whole cult of Italian
food and Italian restaurants in
London was the result. The
Charlotte Street caf6 expanded into
a 100-table restaurantand another
was opened in Kensington.

In 1936 Joe became a British
citizen. He described this as one of
the proudest days of his life.

"It's more expensive than in
America," he recalled. "Over there
it's easy and naturalisation papers
cost you sixteen shillings. In
Britain it's frve pounds plus they
want a registration fee of ten
shillings!"

Fours years later, as the Second
World War raged and anti-foreign
feelings in Britain ran high, he
was, like many others of non-
British birth, the butt of abuse
from people who dubbed him a
foreign Facist. Joe was deeply hurt
for he loved London and the British.
He put a sign up in his window. It
said .I ana a British citizen. My
three sons are seruing inthe British
Army.

Peacetime brought one more
great success for the genial Joe
Bertorelli. Somebody - had
suggested that he make and
market ice-cream. He bought a
business and was one ofthe frrst to
produce wrapped blocks of ice-
cream. He was proud to be the
supplier to such prestigious houses
as Harrods and Fortnum & Mason.
Finally he sold that part of his
empire to Lyons who still market
Bertorelli ice-cream to this day.

I used to eat at Bertorelli's
Charlotte Street restaurant once a
week when I was working in
London. It was (and still is) always
a friendly place and in those days
the place was decorated with
ancient newspaper stories and
price-Iists from former times. The
table menus had facsimiles of the
1920's menu on one side (complete
with prices) and the current one
the other.

Joe Bertorelli was then in his
respectable years and used to come
in to the place once in a while.
When he heard of my interest in
the old days and in the street piano
business in particular, he would
come over, sit down and reminisce.
Sometimes we sat there long after
the last luncher had departed.
Then he would pour us both a stiff
whisky and we'd smoke one of his
favourite small cigars.

I usedtotaxhim aboutthe street
piano days and his father's work,
but he would shake his head, smile
and tell me "that was such a long
time ago!"

Then one day in the 1960s,
Bertorelli's Restaurant had a big
fire. All the old records, the menus
and the newspaper cuttings went.
I stood outside at lunchtime with
the staff, wondering what would
happen next. Joe appeared from
the frre-blackened interior and
smiled.

"Now we get the new carpet!"
was all he said.

Joe's son has run the business
for about 18 years now since frnally
Joe decided to concentrate on
gardening and listening to his
beloved Italian opera.

Now another link with the past
has been severed. Joe was a legacy
of a time when life had a totally
different pace and priorities were
very different. I am proud to have
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6emc Festiaal
Interrr,ational
dp laMusique

Mdcanique
by Richard Cole, The Musical Museum

Aeolian Pipe Organ #1150 in church in Les Gets.

On Tuesday l2th July, Owen
Cooper and myself set off on an
adventure which proved to be one
of the most exciting and pleasant
times of our lives. We had been
invited to take part in the 6th
International Festival of Mech-
anical Music to be held in the small
village of Les Gets (pronounced lay
jay), high up in the French Alps.
We weren't quite knowing what to
expectbut we can now recommend
these events to all our friends.

We had decided to travel by
train, rather than air, and our frrst
day's journey took us as far as
Geneva, The last part of this
jourrrey, from Paris to Geneva, was
on the splendid T.G.V. and we
zoomed along, in virtual silence, in
air-conditioned comfort.

Having made an overnight stop
in Geneva, we walked across town
to the French (S.N.C.F.) station
and took a train as far as the small
town of Cluses from where we had
to complete the last 22 kilometres
of our journey by taxi. We arrived
in Les Gets at around midday on
Wednesday 13th.

We made ourselves known at
the Tourist Office and were given
the details ofour hotel and the four
day festival timetable. I had
referred in my letters to "myself
and a colleague from the Musical
Museum" and it was with some
amusement that we found our-
selves on the guest list as "Monsieur
et Madame Cole"! The hotel and
the village turned out to be all we
had expected, with all modern
comforts within the typical chalet
style of alpine buildings.

Thursday 14th July was the first
official day of the festival and as
the day progressed the streets
began to frll with barrel organs of
every size, shape and description.
Our lunch on that frrst day was
set-up inside a huge marquee sited
in the village square. 300 partici-

pants sat down to a lunch of cold
meats, cheese, bread and fresh
apricots, all washed down with
plenty of the local red wine! After
that first day, lunches were
provided in our hotels but our
evening meals were always in the
marquee and consisted of simple,
but wholesome food and wine -
always in generous proportions.

The weather remained
gloriously hot for the whole four
days of the festival and we took
advantage ofthe offer offree trips
on the cable cars to the mountain
tops. It was hot up there too, but
the clear mountain air was a
refreshing change to the polluted
"fug" of London atmosphere. On
the horizon we could see mountain
tops covered with snow, but when
we looked down we saw many small
lizards scurrying around in the
rough grass at our feet.

The first item on the programme
on Friday morning was the official
hand-over of two new exhibits in
the museum. First \Mas a Sevbold

Orchestrion which consisted of an
upright piano surmounted by a
complete drum kit and an accoi-
dion. Secondly, was a Phonoliszt-
Violina of unusual form. It is
believed to be unique and was
specially built for use in a cinema.
Unlike the Violina in the Musical
Museum, this particular specimen
has the violin cabinet standing low-
down, at floor level, to the left of
the piano. Presumably, this
enabled the whole instrument to
be situated below the screen in the
cinema, rather in the style of a
Photoplayer.

We then made our way into the
village church which is just a few
metres away from the museum
building. There, on a beautifully
constructed balcony was the
instrument which had taken us to
Les Gets - Aeolian Pipe Organ
#1150. This organ was originally
built for George Davison,
Managing Director of Kodak, and
it was installed in his house in
Holland Park. London in 1915.

AeolianPipe Organ #115O at32 HollandPark, London, circa 1g2O. London
home of George Davison.
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Davison moved to a sumptuous
new villa on the French Riviera in
1923 andthe organwas dismantled
and re-installed in the new house.
Davison died in 1930 and the house
eventually became a hotel. Finally,
the proprietors decided to scrap
the organ and after many adven-
tures the organ found a new home
in the church at Les Gets. Around
2,400,000 francs (f,300,000) has
been spent on professional restor-
ation and the results are fantastic.

The organ is still contained
within its original Ancona Walnut
casework which was specially
designed for Davison and it looks
magnifrcent. The Musical Museum
possesses photographs of the
original music room at Holland
Park and I was delighted to be able
to present copies ofthese pictures
to the museum at Les Gets.
Naturally, I had taken some of my
own favourite rolls with me and
the next day I was invited to
demonstrate the organ before an
audience. I played "Selections from
the Merry Widow" and was
rewarded by a generous round of
applause. The organ builders and
enthusiasts who had rebuilt the
organ, and who had already
presented a formal public recital
couldn't understand how I could
play the thing single-handed, and
they were very complimentary
about my choice of registrations
and the way I interpreted the
music.

Each day the streets of the
village were lined with street
organs ofall shapes and sizes. Some
were barrel operated, some had
paper rolls and others were frtted
with the folding zig-zag cardboard
books of music. One or two even

had the music programmed onto
computerised "floppy disc."
Although these discs allow a
tremendous amount of music to be
stored in a tiny space, and they
still operate conventional bellows-
blown organ pipes, there is
something about this concept
which doesn't sit easily in my mind.
However, they are capable of quite
stunning effects, and in a number
of cases the owners of two or three
such organs were able to link them
all together by means of an electric
cable and then play all the organs,
in perfect synchronisation, from
the "master" organ. Each instru-
ment would play its own designated
orchestral part of the music and
the total effect was out ofthis world.

Throughout the whole festival
the weather remained absolutely
glorious and rather reluctantly we
frnally had to say goodbye to many,
many newly made friends. We left

Pipework in main chamber of \ilurlitzer organr ex-Granada, Clapham
Junction. Now in Collige Clapardde' Geneva.

One of the many street organs to be seen at the 6eme Festival International
de la Musique M6canique, Les Gets.

Les Gets on the morning ofMonday
18th July and made our way back
to Geneva. During the afternoon
we took a tram ride out to a suburb
in order to visit the Collbge
Clapardde where the Wurlitzer
Organ, ex-Granada Clapham
Junction has been installed. A
tremendous thunderstorm passed
overhead as we rode on the tram,
turning the streets into rushing
torrents - the tram left a bow wave !

Fortunately, the storm stopped as
suddenly as itbegan andwe got off
the tram in sunshine once again. I
was able to play the Wurlitzer for
about 20 minutes and we had a
look around the immaculate organ
chambers. No expense has been
spared in building these two rooms
but unfortunately, the organ is not
in the best of condition and it was
rather disappointing to play.

We had an early start next
morning in order to catch t}re 7 .45
trainbackto Paris where we had a
couple of hours to wait for our
connection onwards to Boulogne.
We had planned to do a bit of
sightseeing "dans les mes de Paris"
but as we entered the Gare de
Lyon on the T.G.V. the heavens
opened once again and we were
forced to spend the whole two hours
in the shelter of the Gare du Nord.
I have never seen such rain - the
sky turned a peculiar shade of
khaki-black too!

After crossing the Channel and
travellingup to Victoria we frnally
reached home about 8.30pm,
exhausted but happy. What a
fantastic trip we had made. The
next festival at Les Gets is in 1996
and we shall cerbainly return to
this beautiful spot and, whoknows,
perhaps next time we shall take an
organ with us too! I
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CD & Cassette

REVIEW
by Alan Pratt

Ifyou want the sound of musical boxes
in your home but just can't find room
for 21 disc boxes and one cylinder box,
then two recordings from MBSGB
member Arno van der Heijden in
Amsterdam could be what you're
looking for.

Available on both CD and cassette.
each offers 74 minutes of nostalgia
for musical box buffs, and a chance to
enjoy the sounds of boxes you may
otherwise not hear.

The first recording is devoted to
Christmas music and is titled KERST
Speeldoos Melodieen. It features 10
different disc musical boxes over a
total of 42 tracks. It has many of the
usual Christmas favourites plus a
few lesser known seasonal tunes.

Quality of recording is good, with
some tracks being preceded with a
reassuring 'clunk' as the operating
coin drops. The bass response is
somewhat lacking below 200H2, but
the overall sound will please.

I found sixversions of SilentNight
and four of O Tannenbaun, a little
repetitive - but they were on different
boxes! However, one track of Holy
City made up for any shortcomings.

The second recording is entitled
Romantische Speeldoos Melodieen,
and no less than 60 tracks recorded
on 11 disc boxes and one cylinder - a
Langdorff Forte-Piano.

Boxes featured cover a wide range
from 133/a" Kalliope, Symphonion 10"
and Celesta 15%" right up to 24t/2"
Lochmann Original and Polyphon.

A couple of tracks in the middle
sounded as though the boxes
concerned were in less than perfect
tune and once again the bass response
fell offat the bottom end.

But these are minor criticisms
about an otherwise charming
recording that you can dip into again
and again.

I especially liked track 3 - Hearts
& Flowers - which is a pure delight.

The cassette versions contain all
the same material and the recording
quality is equally good. The overall
sound on the cassette is not quite as
'bright' as on the CD but this is really
a very personal judgement.

These recordings are available
from:-

Arno J. M. van der Heijden
Apollolaan 70
1077 BD Amsterdam
Holland
Tel/Tax: 020-6627596

Prices:Cassette f,7.00 + f,1.50 p&p
CD f,l1.00 + f,1.50 p&p
Postage for 1 or 2 items - f,1.50
Postage for 3 or4 items - f,3.00

Sterling cheques can be accepted. a

ACROSS
1. Heturnstoring, ordangerbreaks

out. (5, 7)
9. Noted man might even be hot! (9)

10. Musician in Crewe be requested
to play? (5)

11. looks pretty when the Navy goes
South with fuss. (6)

L2. You'll find it's harsher in treating
gastric terrors. (8)

13. Beingdressed enablesyou to move
forward. (2, 4)

14. Supports lost Serb. (8)

L7. Let the nut gleam out - it may be
bronze! (8)

19. Girl gives doughboy a ring but
not very quickly. (6)

2L. Jump with a jumper on - it's only
a game! (8)

23. Aswimmernotedfor openingout.
(6)

25. Erica, bindweed, etc., surround a
small hut. (6)

26. A tiny stamp is enough for this
striker. (9)

27. Shockingsupplyofoceanictension?
(5.7)

by A. J. L. Wright

DOUTN

2. Rush journal to a musical pro-
ducer. (4,5)

3. Oh! A pain can make one speech-
less! (7)

4. Hammer endlessly - yielded. (4)

5. In I got in case offrring. (8)

6. Was kind to a musical merchant.
(7)

7. In the allegro, both see a mech-
anical performer. (5)

8. The bird-men need a fresh reactor.
perhaps. (6, 6)

9. Arbor supporter carrying a stop.
(7,5)

15. Fine print ofa ginger van. (9)

16. Five to back in the gates for dances.
(8)

18. Find fee, perhaps, to achieve a
foreign title. (7)

20. Fivehundredor athousand and a
crawler is asleep. (7)

22. Holder of a collection, - may be
musical. (5)

24- For use in sawn-offshot-guns? (4)
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Several successful and fairly eminent composers
adopted pseudonyms in the latter half of the 19th
century, among them Edward A. Belville. Perhaps
goaded by the feeling that a Russian-sounding name
was a passport to acclaim, he became Edward
Jakobowski as seen on tune sheets after about 1884
though often spelt Jacobowski. He composed the music
for songs and a few light operettas including Dlcb
(1884), Erminie, and Mynheer Jan (1887). His
outstanding success was Erminie, frrst produced in
London in November 1885 and New York in May 1886
where it had an even more successful run than The
Mikado. It was also produced in Vienna, November
1890.

The range of overseas performances is a measure of
popularity, and I have added a few examples at the end
of these Oddments.

Junod's Guitare Tremolo
After reading the tune sheet shown in Fig. 1, with its
"Guitare Tremolo" heading, I looked in growing disbelief
at the cylinder. It lacks those distinctive separate
helical lines ofpins one always associates with mandolin
and tremolo and guitar boxes. With its modest 11"
(28cm) cylinder playing ten airs there are only 62 comb
teeth, surely inadequate for a box ofthese types. Then
I remembered the 11" Mermod Guitare in Vol. l{page
172 which did very well with only 77 teeth . . . On trial
at an auction viewing serial 30662 was not very
promising, with several missing tips and well over half
the pins at the bass end missing or flattened. Also it

played too fast and was more than slightly garbled.
However it was very thickly pinned, and with

patience it was possible to discern helical lines of pins.
Sounding the comb revealed teeth in groups up to frve
of the same pitch. So I decided it had both potential and
rarity interest and now, some months later, I must say
it fulfrlls its slightly ambiguous claim of "Guitare
Tremolo."

The mechanism is shown in Fig. 2, out of its rather
superior case which has a plinth, and feet made from
semi-circles, not the usual triangles. There is an 8" by
1" transfer on the front and frne marquetry of flowers
on the domed lid, both with three lines of stringing and
enclosed banding.

I had to re-pin the frrst 280 ofthe 620 tune tracks.
They took 3302 pins and I estimate that the cylinder
has a total ofat least 6900 pins. Tune 1 is on the setting
dots. Tunes sound best (to me) when played at surface
speed 0.1" per second = 67 seconds per cylinder rev. =
62 seconds per tune, giving an average of 11 notes per
second per tune. This is at the low end of the mandolin
range and compares, for example, with 12 notes per
second on the mandolin forte piano serial 186 inVol. 16
page 104 and 11.8 on Bremond 17614. Some mandolin
boxes reached as high as 18 notes per second - and
even more when they were run too fast!

Serial 30662 has "uphill" pinning, that is, the frrst
note ofa trill is played by the treble end tooth ofthe
group. Being a 10-air cylinder, the helical lines are
flatter than usual. For example, in Fig. 3 lines 2 and 3
have their last, bass end pin .05" = half a second behind
their frrst. Four sets oftracks occupy (4 x 10 x .017") =
.68" so the tangent oftheir angle of slope is .05/ .68= -07
giving the helical angle 4o for playing rate of 10 notes
per second.

The tremolo or guitar rates vary widely between

Fig. 1. The Paris printing of the 'lyres and stars" tune sheet, with curved frame corners and 5-point stars, here
attributed to Junod serial 30662. made about 1887. Tune I is 1884 and tune 5 October 1885.
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Fig. 2. Mechanism of Junod 30662, spring and govemor fixed from above, nickel plating on tune indicator and
zither only. Zither moved to show comb with o teeth nos. 13 and 23 marked, also the 34 teeth in groups of three
to five.

about frve and ten notes per second; the groups ofteeth
are comparatively short; and there is much use of
individual notes among the grouped teeth: for these
reasons the usual distinctive helical lines of pins are
camouflaged on serial 30662.

The comb, on SBI base, has o tooth of relative
stiffness 375, slightly on the high side but not sounding
strident. The zither is frxed by the 5th comb screw with
tissue covering teeth 9 to 59. Though not given to
experimenting with zithers I tried limiting the tissue
to the grouped teeth, 24 Lo 58, and found the result
preferable. I think it is a waste of the aftersound in the
lower frequencies to apply the tissue to teeth of pitch
below about 880H2.

Blank code 52 is on the bedplate edge and most
cylinder, spring and governor components including a

blade of the fan. Gear ratio, endless to cylinder is 1820.
There are no marks on the cylinder end caps and the
bass lead scribings are indecipherable. Only 0662 of
the serial number is stamped on the bass cylinder
bearing - a reminder that corroboration is needed from
cylinder or great wheel before assuming that a 3-digit
or 4-digit serial number so stamped is complete.

Without doubt a top class tune arranger worked for
serial 30662, not perhaps in the strictly musical sense
but most certainly in achieving a very good and highly
cost-effective use of comb teeth. The box has only
limited mandolin or tremolo pretensions but it scores
heavily with its guitar effect. I sought several opinions
on it and comments included "You really can hear
frngers plucking the strings of the guitar." The only
criticism was that the effect would be better applied to

Fig. 3. This shows three examples of how frve teeth of the same pitch, nos. 5l to 55, are played in sequence. In line
1 for tune 10 they are played at 5 per second, helical angle 8". In lines 2 and 3, for tune 2,they are played at l0
per second, helical angle 4o, with a two second gap between the two l/z-s€Gond trills. (The helical angles shown
are distorted, being in a flat picture of a curved surface).
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GUITARE ET TREMOLO

Ce genre est une tt'Cs belle imitation de la voix humaine acconrpagnie

ltrr un instrument d cordes. Cet elTet remarrluable est obtenu eu lyant un
grand nomble de lames du clavier accord6es sul le mdme ton et se succd-

Fig.4. Page 7 ofJules Cuendetrs catalogue offeringsix
Guitar Tremolo boxes. I have added the approximate
number of comb teeth in the vacant price column. The
transfer on case front is more like Junod's Helvetia
patent design than that shown in Junod's catalogue .

. . Vol. 15 page 156. This adds to the suspicion that
these friendly makers sometimes made for each other;
Jules Cuendet was Junod's uncle.

quieter melodies than the noisy grand march from
Aidq; but that piece certainly gets an interesting new
interpretation.

Guitar Tremolo boxes were not mentioned in Junod's
1889 catalogue but they appeared on page 7 of Cuendet's
1894 catalogue as shown in Fig. 4, described as
follows . . .

This type is a very good imitation of the human
voice accompanied by a stringed instrument. This
remarkable effect is obtained by having a great
number of comb teeth tuned to the same pitch and
played in rapid succession.

Most makers produced a few Guitar boxes, probably
all later than about 1880. Good examples are Mermod
56428 (in Vol. L4, page 17 2) and Rivenc 3197 7 (Vol. 13
page 265). A similar but earlier Rivenc, serial 28844,
also with 14 inch cylinder and 84 comb teeth, has one
tune in common with Junod 30662 . . . the Grand
March from Aida. Though I think most listeners would
prefer the Rivenc version, it is only fair to note that the
Junod slightly upstages these three Guitar boxes by
contrasting the guitar and mandolin effects - and
doing so with only 62 teeth.

L.A. Grosclaude and the Geneva Exhibition
In 1880, Geneva held an important Exhibition of
machines and tools used in the manufacture of Clocks.
Watches, Jewellery and Musical Boxes. Its offrcial
catalogue carried, on alternate pages from 77 to 91, an
article by L. A. Grosclaude simply titled LES BOITES
A MUSIQIIE. It runs to about 2,600 words and its
three illustrations show an 1880s cartel. the comb/
cylinder interface, and a sectional view of an organ
box. A summary by Pierre Germain appeared in Vol. 6
page 306; but that was in 1974 so I will briefly repeat
salient points - courtesy of Luuk Goldhoorn who kindly
provided a reprint ofthe relevant catalogue pages.

Page77 "The musical box proper dates from 1796
when Antoine Favre invented the key-board,

a steel comb which still provides the distinc-
tive feature ofthis instrument. Progress was
rapid and now Geneva alone produces up to
12,000 boxes a year, all large and priced from
20 to 10,000 francs, and employing, in these
prosperous times, a thousand workers."

Page 81: "A refrnement introduced in Geneva a few
years ago allows tunes to be changed at will,
so avoiding a wait until a tune comes round
again in its turn."

Page 83: "Ofcourse accurate tools are used in placing
the cylinder pins, but each cylinder has to
pass through the hands of twelve workers
before beingperfected." Depthing the pins,
cement frlling and frling to length in a lathe
are then described, and "These operations
having upset the pins, a female worker bends
them uniformly one-by-one. This last opera-
tion can only be done with the help of a
special justifrage tool and with the musical
score to hand. The pay of these workers is
certainly not in line with their knowledge of
music which is only achieved after a long and
testing apprenticeship." (This tool, made by
Grosclaude and featured in the Exhibition,
was for "uniform inclination ofpins in musical
boxes.")

The Fig. on page 83 is a section through cylinder,
comb and bedplate. It gives a comb/cylinder interface

Fig. 5. Page 84 of the 188O GenevaB=hibition catalogue
. . . three different Jaccards pskiag musical boxes of
all t5pes and a fourth just making musical boxes. All
four in 188O. Would you Adam-and-Eve it.
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q.

Fig. 6. Troll's storage for 24 cylinders.

angle of about 16o and shows a well-frlled cylinder, -
the equivalent cement thickness in a standard 2r/'"
diameter cylinder would be 7/'o of an inch, a bit over one
centimetre.
Page 87, after listing a few musical box types from
which Sublime Harmonie is notably absent, adds:

"One of the most important modifrcations,
due to Messrs. Ducommun and Kimmerling,
is the introduction of a reed organ which
harmonises admirably with the comb teeth. "

Page 89: "To end these brief notes, two improvements
mustbe mentioned. First, extra cylinders which
the owner of a musical box can easily take
out and replace. This allows an unlimited
number oftunes to be played, and boxes with
over 100 tunes have already been made.
These are called rechange cylinders. Second,
we have said that play must stop while the
cylinder moves to the next tune. So all tunes
are of the same length, no more than a
minute with a cylinder of average diameter.
Now, uninterrupted play for the whole cylin-
der has become possible, allowing tunes to be
of different lengths. The William TeII over-
ture, which lasts ten or eleven minutes, has
been played without a break. This type is
called helicoidal, or continuous play."

Grosclaude also welcomes the value ofnickel plating
for improving appearance and preservation; and he
concludes with praise for two special and valuable
properties of comb teeth and organ reeds, "which are in
fact the same thing, namely a small vibrating element
which will retain its tone and pitch indefinitely,
regardless of changes in temperature, humidity, etc.,

Fig. 7. Oval maker's stamp on governor cock, serial
3898.

and can span seven or eight octaves with dimensional
differences of not more than one or two centimetres."

Alternating with the pages of this Grosclaude article
are advertising pages, an arrangement not unknown
today. They range from full page to quarter page ads.,
an example of the latter showing in Fig. 5. This might
be a good place to mention that Louis Jaccard, who was
Arthur Junod's agent in Germany, issued a
comprehensive priced catalogue in German, from which
I hope to quote details in a future Oddments.

An 1870s Sound Centre
Samuel Troll serial 3898 was undoubtedly made to
special order. The case is fixed to the top of a matching
cupboard and the rechange movement plays 13" (33cm)
6-air cylinders, mandolin pinned for the L24-tooth
comb. The cupboard has six drawers each holding four
cylinders as shown in Fig. 6, making a total of 24
cylinders offering 144 tunes. The cylinders are
separately numbered between 55 and 120, strongly
suggesting that S. Troll was able to offer at least 120
such rechange cylinders.

Troll when on his own tended to stamp his name on
the block or the cock ofthe governor; here it is on the
cock as shown in Fig. 7. The tunes are listed in a
handsomely-bound book, Fig. 8, containing the
necessary 24t:une sheets, all in the style shown in Fig.
9. I think the latest of the 144 tunes is no. 6 on cvlinder
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Fig.9. In addition to the box serial number and its code number, each cylinder carries an identification number
stamped on the treble end handling knob. It is referred to in each tune sheet heading - here for cylinder no. 3.

no. 3, Thousund and One Nights waltz from the Strauss
operetta Indigo and the forty thieues, frrst performed
Feb. 1871. This comprehensive box was made in 1872
(according to Fig. 2-4 in my second book) when design
improvements had made the cylinder changing safe
and easy.

S. Troll serial 3898 with its 124-tooth comb
strengthens my belief that this is the optimum mandolin
arrangement - allowing groups of up to frve teeth and
applicable to all types of tune without becoming florid.
It can be heard with pleasure on a wide - very wide -
variety of tunes and is certainly a formidable musical
box.

Popular Musical Plays
Interesting descriptions of popular operettas and
musical plays in the 1860 to 1900 period can be found

Table listing the frrst performances in
underlined, excepting Mme. Angotx whose

in Gdnzl's Book of the Musical Theatre by Giinzl
and Lamb, 1988, published by The Bodley Head and
available on request in the Public Libraries.

Its 1350 pages give the stories ofthese plays from
the earliest into the 1980s. About 80 are pre-1900, and
they have all appeared on musical box tune sheets. The
indexing is comprehensive and includes the titles of
individual songs; so for example you can look up
Jack's the Boy and frnd that it comes in Act I of The
Geisha. L896.

Each description starts with a list of first
performances and revivals in Europe and America,
some lists occupying nearly a page and suggesting a
popularity rating. I have chosen frve ofthe very popular
titles and listed their frrst performances in the
accompanying table.

each country of five outstanding successes.
premiere was in Brussels, December 1872.

World premieres are
I

TITLE & Composer London Paris Berlin New York Vienna

La Fille de Mme. Angot
Lecocq

La Mascotte
Audran

The Beggar Student
Milliicker

The Mikado
Sullivan

The Geisha
Jones

May 1873

Oct 1881

Apl 1884

Mar 1885
(frlm 1939)

Apl 1896

Feb 1873*
(frlm 1935)

Dec 1880
(frlm 1935)

Jan 1889
(frlmed -
4 times)

Mar 1898

Nov 1873

Oct 1881

Jan 1883

June 1886

May 1897

Aug 1873

1881May

Oct 1883

July

sep

1885

1896

Jan 1874

Feb 1881

Dec 1882

Sep 1886

Nov 1897
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Projects

Wants
an International

column bv
contributors keuin
McElhone, Coulson

Conn and Barry
Johnson

It is 181/2" wide, the minute hand
is 5" in length, the sides are
veneered in 3cm thick walnut, any
guess as to age? T

There have been very few letters
again, but a few verbal requests as
follows:-

A member is looking for the
sheet music for two songs to cut
rolls for an organ "Somewhere" - by
Milton Wellings; "In the Valley of
the Bluebirds" - composer not sure.

Is there a supplier of new
organette music here in Europe for
any size above 14 note? I believe
someone in Germany/Switzerland
has made Ariston discs but do not
have a name.

I have now completed the
following tune catalogues, 20 and
32 note organette cobs, 116 and 176
note Aeolian organ rolls - please
write to me ifyou would like a copy.

I am still looking for help with
Phoneon 61 note organ, Wilcox &
White/Symphony 58 note organ,
Cecelian 65 note, 13 inch wide
piano/organ rolls, Aeolian-
Hammond organ and have just
started the German "Scheola"
organ rolls made by Schiedmayer,
who also made pianos. Please list
tunes in your collection or copy
catalogues - costs re-imbursed if
required.

There are some ideas to register
barrel pianos, complete with lists
of tunes on barrels, what interest
do members have in this? We would
need, make, number of keys, lists
of tunes, hand or clockwork
powered, etc., etc.

Would members be interested in
a "Directory of Automatic Music"?
Containing details of museums
(with phone numbers); dealers,
restorers, parts makers, roll and
disc makers, supplier, etc., etc. This
could be really useful to all active
members of MBSGB and would be
sold to raise funds for the Society -
maybe even to fund acquisition of
new archive material!

Ifany ofthis interests you please
write to Kevin McElhone who will
put you in touch with the person
concerned.
Lists and Catalogues
Why am I always going on about
makingup anotherlist or catalogue
of music rolls? Well. when I found

Iztters sent to thz Editor w1 be reprdued iD part or
whplc, unless rcrhed, "Not for Publintion." Dve to lhc
anouat of wrh inuolued in prod,uirg thz "Music Box" thc
Editor regrets hc @nrct onswer all letters persorclly.

Question on the clock
A. Rigg writes frorn Co.
Durham.
This organ clock has lost its front
board and dial, what would be the
correct replacement?

The clock has 46 pipes, 23 keys,
an 8 tune barrel and an eight day
weight driven clock.

my frrst Aeolian Orchestrelle I
wanted to know what sort of tunes
were originally available as I found
it hard to believe that the tunes
which came with my instrument
from a funeral parlour were the
only type made.

I contacted other collectors for
lists of rolls in their own collection
and for photo-copies of original
material. This 58 note catalogue
had nearly 7,000 titles in it, many
more than I had thought, but I
completed the list in about two
years.

It is interesting to see how many
tunes each composerhad made into
music rolls and also to frnd out the
dates ofissue, based on dates tunes
were written, or shows were on the
stage. The catalogues are a good
guide to what music was popular
at the time and indeed "popular"
music was only a very small part
of the repertoire made.

I next got interested in the 20
and 32 note Gem'Cob'Organettes
and started catalogues for them as
well. These only took about two
years and had nearly 1,100 and 200
titles in them respectively. These
tunes were issued from 1885 to at
least 1921 (I have one cob myself
with a tune published in that late
year), but the instruments were
much cheaper at about $3.25c each
for the 20 note one and $12,00 for
the 32 note one compared to say an
Orchestrelle at about $400 to
$4,000 in 1905. The music issued
was similar as far as some popular/
traditional tunes went, but there
were many tunes not issued in both
formats.

The 116 note Aeolian Reed and
Pipe organ catalogue hasjust been
completed in July 1994 and has
only 30 titles not found out of 1472
rolls issued. This, however, took

nearly four years to compile as
there are not so many instruments
and even less interested collectors
around to help with a project like
this today. The Aeolian Duo-Art
pipe organ roll list (176 note is
currently stuck with 132 titles
missing out of 600, but there is
already a pattern oftitles issued in
all three Aeolian formats (58, 116,
and 176 note), and again some
titles only issued in one format.

I am currently working on
Phoneon 61 note reed organ,
Schiedmayer Scheola organ rolls,
Wilcox & White Angelus Sym-
phony 58 note organ or organ/
Pushup combination, Cecelian 65
note Piano (13 inches wide) and
Aeolian Hammond organ. Please
send me a list of your rolls in your
collection or copies ofcatalogues or
lists in your possession, I will
gladly pay any photo-copying costs.

I feel that if someone does not
compile these lists then it will get
harder as time goes on to complete
them as instruments are tending
to get dispersed to far eastern
countries or to museums or
collectors who are NOT in the
various American or European
societies to which most of you will
obviously belong.

I hope these lists will be of use
to future generations and maybe to
some readers of this article. Do
contact me if I can help in any way.

I

ANSWERS TO CRYPTIC
CROSSWORI)

: 1. Organ grinder;9. Beethoven; 10.
. Adorns; 12. Stricter; 13. In gear; 14.
17. Gunmetal; 19. Adagio; 21.

23. Broach; 25. Cabin; 26. Tympanist;
voltage.

DOWN:2. Reed organ;3. Aphonia;4. Gave;5.
Ignition;6. Dawkins; 7. Robot; 8. Freres Rochat;
9. Bearing block; 15. Engraving; 16. Gavottes;
18. Effenil;20. DormantiZZ. AlSirm;24. Ammo.
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PddMB: M. C. Dear, P. M. Dean, R M Deo^- N. J. Deon

Withybed Lodge, The Witheys, Whitchurch,
Bristol BS14 OQB

Telephone & Facsimile (O2l$834474

BRITAINS LEADING
MANUFACTURER

OF MECTIANICAL MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS

* Supplicrs of perforated rnusic for all scales
* Fronts, Figures, Carvings

* New instruments of all sizes quoted for* Restorations, Repairs, Parts, T\.tning

Our latest full product range catalogue,
costing f,7.50 inclusive of P & P now available.

The Catalogue includes the new
Cabinettaphone range.

RENAISSANCE DISCS

After extensive Study, Research and
Development we have produced a machine
that can copy ALL DISCS for ALL MAKES

Of MACHINE:

we can now offer this unique
DISC-CUTflNG SERVICE world-wide.

For the first time, GUARANTEED, PERFECT
DISCS, from4" to 34" canbe supplied (projection
and projection-less - for Music Boxes and Disc
Orchestrions).

The Computer Numerically Controlled
machinery can produce copies of discs with the
highest possible accuracy, both in terms of radial
and angular positioning. It is totally adaptable
and can even rectify non-standard discs. The
discs are made from the correct quality steel, are
attractively finished and are supplid in individual
heavy-duty P.V.C. covers. (These cooers can be supplied

separately).

A GUARANTEED, EFFICIENT SERVICE
- AT COMPETITIVE PRICES

SEND S.A.E. FOR PRICES, LISTS ETC.

Contact Clive or Lester Jones at
The Mechanical Music Collection,

Church Road, Portfield,
CHICHESTER,

West Sussex PO19 4HN.
Telephone: (02431 785421 or 372U6

QUALITY INSTRUMENTS DESERVE
'RENAISSANCE' DISCS

(All types of Musical Box restoration unilertaken).

JOE PETITTT at BRIDGEBARN

COIN-OPERATED AMUSEMENTS
OF ALL TYPES

VICTORIAN TO 1930's ERA PLUS MANY
OTHER INTERESTING MUSICAL AND

Anfrqrs ot a,t drsrrfrdolrs

W, ne AF nd rrer/raroa. %. aM $rn

BRIDGEBARN & HAYBARN
ANTIQUE CENTRES
THE GREEN, MAIN ROAD,
BATTLESBRIDGE, ESSEX.

T@|ue: Wk*ffi @8) 7dr5m & TBSW
4 qw dealerc in blr buildirBs (kfeal br tre hdies b bror,vsel)

MECHANICAL ITEMS



AT I.AST ! !
A Christmas present for the one

who has everything

TWenty six melodies
on a Stella 2d'

The amazing sound of a fully restored
instrument playing a superb range of

melodies that cannot fail to give pleasure.

Send f6.50 UK & Europe. $10 USA inc. post to:
J. D. Weir, Oakfreld,22Marywell Brae, Kirriemuir,

Angus DD8 4BJ, Scotland, UK.
Excellent reuiews in the Music Box ond MBSI Bulletin.

BRIAN CHESTERS
PO BOX 3OO, ASHBOURNE

DERBYSHIRE DE6 1XW
TEL:010335 300 300 or FAX:344 300

IF YOU ARE LOOKINC FOR
OR LOOKING TO SELL

CALL ME !

DISC OR CYLINDER MUSICAL BOXES
BARREL PIANOS OR ORCANS
PLAYER-PIANOS OR ORCANS

REPRODUCING PIANOS, ORGANETTES,
PLAYER ROLLS, ETC. ETC.

AWARD WINNING MUSEUM

RqIqH HqROINGS
World of Mecftalical Music
A UNIQUE ATTRACTION AS FEATURED ON

RADIO AND TELEVISION
A Museum of Antique Clocks, Musical Boxes, Automata and

Mechanical Musical Instruments,
REGULAR TOURS AND DEMONSTRATIONS

Entrance through Gift Shop, where Musical Dolls, Clowns,
Houses, lnstruments, Records, Cassettes, Books

and Souvenirs are for Sale.

EUROPES LEADING RESTORER OF
CLOCKS AND MUSICAL BOXES

LARGE SELECTION OF ANTIOUE
MUSICAL BOXES FOR SALE

OPEN 7 days a week- 10.00 am - 6.00 pm
High Street, Northleach, Glos. GL54 3EU.

Tel (0451) 860181. Fax 0451 861 133.

New Book ! !

CN,INDER MUSICAL BOX
TECHNOLOGY

By H. A. V. Bulleid

Describes the products of 30 makers, with 11 dating
charts, restoration data, tune dates for 40 composers,
50 tune sheets, full index. Preface by Graham Webb.
296 pages, 155 illustrations, 13 tables, 5!r" by 8Llr"
tI4,p & p f,2.00 UK,f2.5O Europe, elsewhere f,2.50
surface, f5.00 air from the author at Cherr5rmead,
Ifold, Loxwood, West Sussex RH14 0TA.

JOHN COWDEROY ANTIOUES
The Clock and Musical Box Centre

Established in I973. A family business.
42 South Street. Eastbourne BN21 4XB

', Celebrating 21 years

of fine service to
0ur cust1mers

All our musical boxes
are fully restored for
your pleasure and
investment.

OPEN 5'lz days a
week 9am - 5pm and
by appointment

Please call
0323 720058
Fax:0323 410163

Illustrated:
An exceptional
"Mikado" Polyphon
playing 24tf z" discs.
Circa 1880.



LAST DATE FOR RECEIPT
OFADVERTISEMENTS FOR
INCLUSION IN NEXT ISSUE:-
lst February 1995.
Members: 16p per word
(bold type 8p per word extra).

Minimum cost each advertisenent f5.
Non-Menbers: 32p per word.
tbold type l6p per word extra).

Minimum cost each advertisement f9.50.

CAfIH WIIII ORDER PLEASIE TO:
Advertieing Secretary,
Ted Brom, The Old School,
Guildford Road, Bucke Green, Horsham,
Weet Sussex RII12 8JP. Tel:0408 823588

FOR SALE
196/a" Polyphon cabinet. No sound
board or coin drawer but good condition
f350. 3 Musical box cylinders in
Walnut veneered case. 9sl8" long by
2112" dia.8 tunes numbered 47. 69 & 75
on nickel drive wheel. 5 point star
stamped on great wheel below a
number, f,300. Also a 91/2" Britannia
Smokers cabinet, empty case, offers?
Telephone: 0322 520 243.
For Sale. Antique phonographs, high
quality, will ship overseas, contact
Scott Vala, 16585 Hascall, Omaha N.E.
68130-2060 USA.
An attractive Roaewood Musical
Box with rectangular hinged cover,
inlaid with abird and sprays offlowers
within a kingwood banded and box
strung border, with ebonised thumb
moulded edge, opening to reveal a
glazed inner cover, enclosing the 28cm
(11 in.) brass cylinder and single steel
comb movement. with six bells in
sight, playing six airs, and with a
ratchetted winding handle to one side
opposing stop/play and change/repeat
levers to the opposing side, with a
tune sheet to the inner cover inscribed
'Fabrique de Geneve', ahd with tunes
by Rossini, Weber and others. Width .

53.5cm (21 in.) Reduced price f,1300
ono. Tel: 0246 232339 (day), 0246
569710 (evenings).

Empty case for 22" Polyphon disc
changer. Art nouveau style, very good
condition with original'Polyphon'
pediment and coin drawer, f,800 o.n.o.
Phone 0278-788300 or O622 682822
anytime.

PELL PAPERROLL ORGAN
3l note (4 registers on sliders)
PRISTIIYE CONDITION

Rubber wheeled cart complete with drawers
containing an excellent selection of 18 rolls

(some RaIfin).
Reason for sale - Age & Arthritis
We are not asking a silly price.

Tel: O924 272418 for further details.

Two English Chamber Barrel Organs,
playing Handel and Mozart, 3500 each.
Unfinished project. Telephone: 0935-
891437.
151/2" PolSphon discs, good condition
f,80 for 10 assorted. Ring: 081-300-
6535 leaving phone number for titles.

WANTED
Open cased pressure Gem 20 note cob
organette. Any condition but must be
complete. "Cobs" for 20 and 32 note
organettes. Ariston, Celestina,
Cabinetto or street reed barrel organ,
exchange for my 20 note paper roll
street organ. Tel: 0536 523988.
Interchangeable cylinders, t7!2"
long cylinder, 22rlz" overall. Cylinder
presently on the movement is
numbered 59400 and 473. Believed
Jacot & Son and original Jacot
instructions are in case. Contact: A.
Sharp 081-992-0282.
Music Box Easy-Binders, 1 small,
several large, red. Must be in V.G.C.,
with wires. Quote price including p
& p. Also some good discs for 8Va"
Symphonion. Worswick, 0526-398352
anytime.
Organette music wanted. Any
Dolcine card music any condition. 14
note Melodia and Clariona music
(on spools). All other organette music,
bands, spools, discs, any condition
considered. Contact Ted Brown 081-
300-6535.
Discs suitable for 24t/2" Lochmann
model 172 with tubular chimes. Must
be in good condition. Contact Roy Ison,
5 East Bight, Lincoln 0522 540406.

Any members wishing to write to
classified advertisers can send
letters direct to me and I will
forward them. For security
reasons addresses are only
disclosed at the request of
individual members. Ted Brown.
(Address in front ofJournal).

Deadline Dates for
Display Advertising

copy
lst April; 1st July;

lst October; 1st February
Efitorial copy must be submitted at

least

Ilgprior to above dates.

Posting of nagazine:
27th Febru ary; 27 th April;
7th August; 7th November

Archives lVanted - Ifyou have back
issues of any Mechanical Music
magazines, roll or disc catalogues
(originals or copies), sales literature
(originals or copies) please consider
donating them to MBSGB archives
where they can be ofbenefrt to us all in
the long term. Contact Kevin
McElhone - address at front of
magazine.

IVAIVTED
Barrel Pianos/Organs,

working or not, parts and carts.

Please telephone:
Alan Wyatt on (0223) 860332.

NOTICE
The attention ofmembers is dram to the
fact that the app earance in The Music Box
of an advertiser's mnouncement does not
in any way imply endorsement, approval or
recoimeirdatio-n of that advertis;i and his
seruices by the editor of the jomal or by
the Musical Box Societv of Great Britain.
Members are reminde-d that they must
satisfy themselves as to the ability ofthe
advertiser to serue or supply them.

RATES FOR DISPLAY ADVERTS
SPECIAL POSITIONS (offered as available).

Outside back cover (tone or two colours) Full page only f,249
(full colour, one photograph to max. size of8" x 6") f,560

Inside covers: Full page f,218.

POSITIONS INSIDE JOURNAL (as available).
Full page f,150, Halfpage f,86, Quarter page 354, Eighth page f,36
5cm box in classified area f,32, 3cm box in classifred area f22

These charges include typesetting but are exclusive of my artwork which na,ybe required. Half-tone,
artwork an-d design canbe provided ifneeded at additional cost. Black and white half-tones f,15 each.
Design and artwork quotes on request.

DISCOUNTS (applicable only on accounts that are settled within 30 days, otheruise strictly nett)..
Four or more consecutive insertions: Area rate less 20%
A furtlner \Vo discount is given if payment is in advance.

MECHANICAL DATA type area:-
Full page 106/e" x 7'la" (2?0mm x 180mm), Half page LO'/a" x3\/2" (270mm x 88mm) or 7'la" x
55/ra'-(18omm x 135mm), Quarter page 55/re" x 3r/2" (135mm x 88mm).

BLAGK FOREST COTLECTOR
Seeking unusual and 0rnate Cuckoo clocks,
0rgan clocks, Animated Black Forest clocks,
Musical Black Forest clocks - trumoeters
etc.
Roy Aletti, P.0. Box 757 Harrison, NY 10528,
USA. Phone: 01 0-1 -(91 4) 835-1 930, 01 0-1 -

835-0830. Fax: 01 0-1 -(91 4) 835-0828.

The Editor and the
Committee of the Musical
Box Society of Great
Britain wish all its
mernbers a Hoppy
Christmas and d
Melodious New Year.
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LoNnoN, 23nn AND 24rn NovnMBER 1994. A sALE oF
MncHANTcAL MusrcAL INsTRUMENTS AND AuToMATA

Other instruments include an 84key Bursens & Co Cafe orchestrion, a 102-key Mortier organ,
a lOl-key Mortier dance organ Jupiter', a Ruth & Sohn 52-keyless f,airground organ,

aWelte & Son l0Gkeyless Philharmonic orchestrion organ and a good selection of automata.

Catalogues available atfl? at the Gallery, f,14 UK and f 16 overseas.

To order catalogues by credit card (24 hours) please call

(0252) 861414 or fax details on (0252) 86f 877.

Fm furtlw i.nformatim. pbase contact: Jon Badfuley (07 1) 408 5 205

SorHrsfs, 3435 Nsw BoND SrnEEr, LolooN WfA 2AA

SOTIIEBYS

A Mortier 84key orchesrion organ 'Astrid', B.lgt-, ciralg2b,298 x 220 x l6.icm.
Estimate: f60,fiX)-f90,fiX)

FOUNDED 17,14



10 Salem Road, Bayswater, London W2 4DL
Telephone : 07 1,-229 9090

Haae a Mechnnical Music Christmas and a *,""!fr,J5
Hrppy New Year fro* Phillips

MECHANIICAL MUSIC
Tuesd dy, 31st ]anuary 7995

An 78llzinch Mira Musical

Entries are now being accepted for future sales.
For further enquiries, please contact

Antony jones on: (077) 229-9090 ext. 220.

Facsimile: 077-792 9207
LONDON . PARIS . NEW YORK . GENEVA . BRUSSELS . ZURICH . THE HAGUE . DUSSELDORF

Thirty salerooms throughout the l-lnited Kingdom. Members of the Society of Fine Art Auctioneers.


